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Dankwoord
Het werk dat u nu in uw handen houdt is niet enkel het resultaat van mijn eigen
bloed, zweet en tranen, maar ook van de vele (on)rechtstreekse bijdragen die niet
altijd even zichtbaar, maar wel van essentieel belang waren. Dit is dan ook een
uitstekende gelegenheid om een aantal mensen, welverdiend, in de bloemetjes te
zetten. Een kans die ik niet zomaar laat voorbijgaan.
Eerst en vooral zou ik mijn promotor prof. Hendrik Rogier willen bedanken, zonder
wie er geen sprake zou zijn van een doctoraat. Natuurlijk om me de mogelijkheid
te bieden om te beginnen aan het doctoraatsonderzoek, maar ook voor je raad,
positieve feedback en bereidheid om ieder stukje tekst na te lezen van de meest
primitieve kladversie tot uiteindelijk dit afgewerkte proefschrift. Je input was zeer
bepalend voor het succes van dit werk. Bijzonder erkentelijk ben ik je voor het
grote vertrouwen dat ik doorheen de jaren heb mogen ervaren en de vrijheid die
je geboden hebt om zelfstandig de richting van mijn onderzoek te bepalen. Dit
heeft het mogelijk gemaakt om als onderzoeker enorm te evolueren.
Nog iemand die een zeer belangrijke invloed heeft gehad op mijn ontplooiing door-
heen deze periode is Dr. Patrick Van Torre, aan wie ik mijn vliegende start mag
toeschrijven. Ik zal nooit jouw reactie vergeten toen ik, tijdens een van de be-
ginmaanden, een positieve klem met een negatieve verbond (en vice versa) en
letterlijk mijn eerste deadline in rook dacht te zien opgaan. “Als je niet probeert,
kan je niets verkeerd doen”, waarna je het euvel vakkundig oploste en de deadline
toch probleemloos gehaald werd. De vooruitgang die ik heb kunnen maken dank-
zij jouw hulp, vooral bij de eerste publicaties, valt nauwelijks te onderschatten.
Prof. Dries Vande Ginste ben ik ook zeer dankbaar voor zijn enorme bereidheid
om altijd extra uitleg en duiding te geven bij allerhande EMC en microwave en-
gineering vragen en om me te betrekken bij enkele zeer interessante thesissen en
projecten.
Ik wil ook Prof. Daniël De Zutter, als hoofd van de vakgroep Informatietechnologie,
bedanken voor de mogelijkheid om een doctoraat te beginnen aan de elektromag-
netisme groep. Zijn inzet voor de groep maken het mogelijk om op hoog niveau
onderzoek te doen.
Ook de overige juryleden, prof. Jan Vanfleteren, prof. Wout Joseph en prof. Mauri-
zio Bozzi, wil ik bedanken voor het minutieus nalezen van de tekst, de interessante
vragen en de positieve feedback.
Voor eerste hulp bij administratieve zaken, zoals daar zijn, maar niet beperkt tot,
orders, onkosten, reisaanvragen en weekstaten, wil ik Isabelle Van der Elstraeten
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in de bloemetjes zetten. Dankzij je vakkundige bijstand is het aantal uren dat ik
hieraan heb moeten spenderen tot een minimum beperkt gebleven.
De perceptie leeft dat men tijdens een doctoraatsonderzoek op een eiland leeft en
alle menselijk contact zoveel mogelijk dient te mijden. Dit alles met als ultieme
doel uit te groeien tot een mensenschuwe vakidioot. Gelukkig heb ik dit niet zo
ervaren en ik zal altijd warme herinneringen overhouden aan de vele collega’s.
Bijvoorbeeld aan Arnaut met wie ik zo’n drie jaar het bureau heb mogen delen. Al-
tijd bereid om zijn grote technische competentie ter beschikking te stellen wanneer
dat nodig was, om mee in te staan voor de begeleiding van de vele HOP en the-
sisstudenten of om als proefpersoon op te draven in de meetkamer. Als aanvulling
op je hard skills heb ik ook zeer veel plezier beleefd aan je soft skills die het moge-
lijk maakten om af en toe de zinnen te verzetten. Mooie momenten zoals de nine
corona’s houden we hierbij in gedachten, alsook de -voorlopig onvoltooide- plan-
nen voor onze multinational Thompson-Bergstein. Jou als collega hebben gehad,
beschouw ik als een van de hoogtepunten van deze periode.
Zeer goed voor de bevordering van de creativiteit en sociale vaardigheden was
de koffietijd. Speciale dank gaat uit naar Barista Marco: de man met meer alter
ego’s dan tenen (Parco, Marco Rotti, Mario, Mark van Rossem, La Marco, Young
Padawan, etc.). Je kwaliteiten op het vlak van koffie zetten waren een echte meer-
waarde en ook je chef-aan-huis-diensten-wanneer-oververmoeide-ouders-geen-tijd-
vinden-om-zelf-te-koken werden zeer geappreciëerd. Bovendien ben je nog eens
een opperbeste knul. Personen die ik ook zou willen bedanken om koffietijd een
van de hoogtepunten van mijn dag te maken zijn: Joachim (voor de linkse kijk
op de zaak, het cuben en het schijnbaar onuitputtelijke enthousiasme), Giorgios,
Niels, Annelies, Luigi, Arnaut, Paolo, Damiano, Daniele en Alessandro.
Tijdens mijn periode aan de universiteit heb ik de gelegenheid gehad om met en-
kele zeer interessante en intelligente mensen samen te werken. Allereerst de col-
lega’s die samen de thesissen, hardware ontwerp projecten, NEC projecten e.d.
in goede banen hielpen leiden: Arnaut, Sam Lemey, Luigi, Patrick, Thijs, Martijn,
Marco, Olivier, Gert-Jan, Peter en Frederick. In het bijzonder zou ik mijn appre-
ciatie willen uitdrukken voor Sam Lemey, wiens onderzoek zeer nauw aansluit bij
het mijne. Buiten een uiterst aangename persoon te zijn, ben ik altijd onder de
indruk van je inzicht en kennis in de technische materie. Dit bovenop je grote be-
reidwilligheid om tijd vrij te maken om iemand te helpen, maakt dat de thesis- en
HOP studenten zich, naar mijn mening, in de handen mogen wrijven om jou als
begeleider te hebben.
Ik ben ook blij het bureau te hebben mogen delen met enkele zeer fijne en interes-
sante mensen: Arnaut, Thomas (dank je voor al de ICT hulp), Wouter, Sam Lemey,
Marina, Arne en Niels (voor de farmer’s connection). En dan zijn er natuurlijk ook
alle (oud-)collega’s die de lunchpauzes opvrolijkten: jullie weten wie jullie zijn.
Uiterst leerrijk was de succesvolle samenwerking met onderzoekers van buiten
onze groep. Eerst en vooral wil ik prof. Maurizio Bozzi en Dr. Riccardo Moro van
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de universiteit van Pavia bedanken voor de samenwerking rond de implementatie
van SIW op textiel. Zonder hun bijdragen zou dit doctoraat onmogelijk hetzelfde
niveau hebben gehaald. Eveneens succesvol waren de samenwerkingen met de
mensen van de WiCa groep, meer bepaald met prof. Wout Joseph, Arno Thielens
en Dr. Günter Vermeeren. Ik houd ook zeer positieve ervaringen over aan de
collaboratie met de mensen van CMST, in het bijzonder prof. Jan Vanfleteren, Dr.
Thomas Vervust en Bart Plovie. De bereidwilligheid om oplossingen aan te reiken
bij uitdagingen op het vlak van fabricage en de vlotte samenwerking tijdens de
vele thesis en master projecten werden zeer geappreciëerd.
Dat ik überhaupt tot op het punt ben geraakt dat ik aan een doctoraat kon begin-
nen valt grotendeels op het conto te schrijven van mijn promotoren in het leven:
moeder en vader. Jullie jarenlange inzet, steun en alle kansen en mogelijkheden
die jullie creëerden, hebben me gevormd tot de persoon die nu uiteindelijk ben.
Een lange tocht zonder al te veel trauma’s (me op ponykamp sturen en dan zelf
met de rest van het gezin gaan skiën even buiten beschouwing gelaten). Bijzonder
dankbaar ben ik natuurlijk om er steeds te zijn wanneer ik jullie het meest nodig
had. In het bijzonder voor het niet opvolgen van de aanbeveling dat algemeen se-
cundair en hoger onderwijs toch niets voor mij zou zijn. Ik denk dat we met enige
zekerheid kunnen stellen dat jullie het op dit vlak bij het rechte eind hadden.
Verdienen ook in de bloemetjes gezet te worden: broer Thijs en zus Laura. Beiden
zijn desondanks (of net dankzij?) het schrikbewind van hun grote broer uitge-
groeid tot redelijk normale mensen. Al lijkt het toch wat sporen te hebben nagela-
ten. Zo slaagt de ene erin om na een half jaar in Engeland te wonen bij terugkomst
beter Frans te spreken en de andere vertrekt hals over kop naar het hoge noorden
met een blonde man die als beroep tussen de ijsschotsen gaat varen (Vikingen ie-
mand?). Ook Nik zou ik willen bedanken voor de hulp wanneer nodig, de interesse
en de mooie zeilvakanties.
Wie ik ook zeer dankbaar ben, zijn mijn vrienden die ik ondertussen eigenlijk als
familie beschouw, de Laaionhead: Bart, Jochen, Pieter L., Pieter B., Sven & Zowie.
Jullie gaan al een eeuwigheid mee en, het mag gezegd, het is doorheen de jaren
alleen maar positief geweest. Gaande van onze trips naar zee, waar we uiterst
nuttige vaardigheden ontwikkelden zoals mario karten en als onnozelaars met pi-
ratten in de duinen smijten, de carnavalsbeleving ieder jaar opnieuw, onze Koerse,
de eetkermis, tot onze familiedag en dan vergeet ik nog veel. Te veel om op te noe-
men, alles goed, alles plezant. Ik hoop dat mijn kinderen ooit even goede vrienden
zullen vinden.
Wat betreft familiedagen kijk ik al volop uit om me te kunnen gaan bezighouden
met mijn petekind Babette. Bart en Lore, ik ben vereerd om peter te mogen worden
van jullie eerstgeborene.
Verder nog wat goede vrienden die ik in de loop der jaren heb opgepikt en waar
ik zeer veel aan heb: Tom, Thomas, Erik, Bart J. en Jens. Onze gezamenlijke inte-
resse in cultureel en historische verantwoorde uitstapjes heeft in de loop der jaren
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een mooie evolutie doorgemaakt. Waar onze excursies eerst een eerder lokaal ka-
rakter hadden, trekken we nu steeds vaker over de grenzen heen, op zoek naar
internationale verrijking voor de geest. Deze reisjes vormen een welgekomen af-
wisseling van de dagdagelijkse sleur. We hebben al enige K’s goed besteed en er
komen, ongetwijfeld, wel nog wat extra K’s bij.
Dan zijn we nu aanbeland bij mijn eigenste gezin, dat tijdens de periode waarin
dit doctoraat afgerond werd een uitbreiding is ondergaan met de geboorte van
onze dochter Norah. Je bent nog maar iets meer dan vier maanden bij ons, maar
toch al onlosmakelijk verbonden en een essentieel deel van mijn bestaan. Vier
wonderbaarlijke maanden, van klein en onbeholpen, tot iets minder klein en vooral
totaal niet meer onbeholpen wat betreft het duidelijk maken wanneer het etenstijd
is. Ik hoop je wonderbaarlijke evolutie altijd van dichtbij te mogen meemaken en
dat je steeds zo een goedlachs kind mag blijven.
Als kers op de taart heb ik dit stukje overgelaten voor de belangrijkste persoon
van allemaal: Laura Goethals. Regelmatig kan ik mijn geluk niet op wanneer het
besef weer eens doordringt dat ik je ooit, tijdens een blokperiode lang lang ge-
leden, heb kunnen overtuigen om je met mij bezig te gaan houden. Gaandeweg
zijn we steeds meer naar elkaar toegegroeid: van de kalverliefde in het begin, de
-misschien toch wel wat lange- Erasmusperiode in Berlijn, dan het eerste huisje,
zonder/met tuintje en nu finaal gezinnetje. Een evolutie waar ik enorm tevreden
over ben. Je hebt eigenschappen waar ik naar opkijk: je creativiteit, doorzettings-
vermogen, het talent me hele dagen te kunnen tolereren, etc. Je bent een enorme
hulp, altijd, bij elk project, zowel privé als voor het werk. Bovendien ben je nog
eens iemand waarmee het uiterst aangenaam vertoeven is, en laten we een kat een
kat noemen, very easy on the eyes. De reden waarom ik op werkgebied succesvol
kan zijn, is omdat ik daarbuiten perfect gelukkig ben en daarvoor ben jij groten-
deels verantwoordelijk. Kortom: ik ben blij mijn leven met jou te mogen delen en
kan en wil me er een zonder jou niet voorstellen.
Gent, Mei 2015
Sam Agneessens
The best way to have a good idea is to have a lot of ideas.
LINUS PAULING
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Samenvatting
In 1949 werden de eerste stappen gezet in de ontwikkeling van het eerste geïnte-
greerde circuit. Sindsdien is de impact van computers op onze maatschappij, de
manier waarop we werken en hoe we onze omgeving beleven steeds groter ge-
worden. Het eindpunt van deze evolutie lijkt vooralsnog niet in zicht. Dankzij
de integratie van slimme systemen in alledaagse voorwerpen, onttrekt technolo-
gie zich steeds verder uit het zicht en om meer en meer verweven te raken met
ons dagdagelijkse leven. Een opmerkelijke exponent hiervan is de draagbare tech-
nologie. Door de unieke combinatie van doorgedreven integratie, toegevoegde
functionaliteit en gewaarborgd gebruiksgemak, krijgt deze technologie zeer veel
aandacht vanuit de industriële, wetenschappelijke en designer hoek.
Aangezien draagbare systemen voor hun energievoorziening gebruik maken van
batterijen of energiewinningsystemen, dienen ze spaarzaam om te springen met
hun verbruik. Dit impliceert dat een ontwerper voor elk onderdeel een optimale
werking dient na te streven. Voor het radiofrequente gedeelte dat verantwoordelijk
is voor de broodnodige draadloze communicatie, en in het bijzonder de antenne,
is dit een zeer uitdagende taak. Indien niet goed ontworpen, is deze namelijk zeer
gevoelig voor de nabijheid van het menselijk lichaam.
Wat antenneontwerp voor draagbare toepassingen zo uitdagend maakt, is tweele-
dig: mechanisch en elektromagnetisch. Mechanische vervorming, zoals buiging,
uitrekking en samendrukking zijn onvermijdelijk in draagbare toepassingen. Ze
zijn verantwoordelijk voor het wijzigen van de geometrische structuur van de an-
tenne, waardoor de stroomdistributies op het oppervlak veranderen. Dit heeft als
gevolg dat het ontwerp minder efficiënt straalt, of zelf helemaal niet meer opera-
tioneel is in de gewenste frequentieband.
Vanuit elektromagnetisch oogpunt, dient men in acht te nemen dat de nabijheid
van het lichaam niet leidt tot inefficiënte antennewerking, verschuivingen van de
frequentiekarakteristiek en ongewenste stralingsabsorptie (wat kan leiden tot ge-
zondheidsproblemen). Om de zaken nog ingewikkelder te maken, zijn de eisen
kleine dimensies en hoge isolatie tegenstrijdig en bovendien kan men een antenne
niet ontwerpen voor ‘het menselijk lichaam’. De elektromagnetische eigenschap-
pen verschillen namelijk van persoon tot persoon en van lichaamsdeel tot lichaams-
deel. Een antenne kent het verschil tussen u en ik en kan het onderscheid maken
tussen uw voorhoofd en dikke teen.
Om geschikt te worden bevonden voor gebruik in de nabijheid van een persoon, zal
men moeten zorgen dat de invloed van het lichaam op de antenne zo klein mogelijk
wordt, en vice versa. Dit kan men bereiken door te streven naar hoge isolatie tussen
het lichaam en de antenna, i.e. minimale elektromagnetische koppeling.
x Samenvatting
Voorts dient een draagbaar systeem onopvallend ingewerkt te worden in de uitrus-
ting van de gebruiker. Een strategie om tegemoet te komen aan deze integratie-
vereisten, zowel op esthetisch als functioneel vlak, is het ontwikkelen van imple-
mentatietechnieken die gebaseerd zijn op het gebruik van kostefficiënte, flexibele
en alledaagse materialen. Textielantennes zijn hiervoor uitermate geschikt. Ze
zijn volledig vervaardigd uit materie die men in kleding aantreft en ze kunnen op
een zodanige manier ontworpen worden dat ze goede, robuuste prestaties in de
nabijheid, of beter gezegd desondanks, de nabijheid van het lichaam hebben.
Het werk voorgesteld in deze thesis concentreert zich op twee aspecten die es-
sentieel zijn voor hoog performante draagbare toepassingen: toegepaste ontwerp-
technieken en -strategieën voor textielantennes met uitstekende, betrouwbare en
veilige werking in de nabijheid van het menselijk lichaam & draagbare applica-
ties die dankzij toepassingsspecifiek antenneontwerp in staat zijn om maximaal
efficiënt te presteren.
Deel een van het werk presenteert de implementatie van substraatgeïntegreerde
golfgeleidertechnieken( engels: Substrate Integrated Waveguide, SIW, techniques) in
textielmaterialen voor de realisatie van flexibele microgolfcomponenten. Nieuwe
topologieën worden voorgesteld die speciaal ontworpen zijn om aan tegengestelde
vereisten te kunnen voldoen: hoge lichaam-antenne isolatie, goede performantie
en compacte dimensies.
Het eerste hoofdstuk omvat de nodige achtergrondinformatie van het onderzoek,
bespreking van de wetenschappelijke relevantie van het onderwerp en wordt er
gekeken naar de huidige ‘state of the art’.
In hoofdstuk 2 wordt het werk voorgesteld dat uitgevoerd werd in samenwerking
met de Universiteit van Pavia. Het presenteert een implementatie van SIW technie-
ken op textielmaterialen, destijds onuitgegeven, en realiseert een apertuurantenne
met achterliggende caviteit. Het ontwerp werkt in de 2.45GHz ISM band en maakt
gebruik van gemetalliseerde zeilogen om de verticale verbindingen tussen twee
geleidende textiellagen aan beide zijden van een niet geleidend textielschuim, dat
typisch gebruikt wordt voor brandweertoepassingen, te realiseren.
Het potentieel van SIW technieken voor de ontwikkeling van geminiaturizeerde
antennetopologieën voor draagbare applicaties wordt onderzocht in hoofdstuk 3.
Er wordt gebruik gemaakt van de symmetrie van de resonanties om een antenne
te verkrijgen die operationeel is in twee verschillende frequentiebanden (2.45GHz
en 5.8GHz ISM banden) en met zeer goede karakteristieken in de nabijheid van
het menselijk lichaam. Messing zeilogen worden gebruikt, in combinatie met ge-
leidende en niet-geleidende textielmaterialen om een half-mode substraatgeïnte-
greerde caviteit met grondvlak te realiseren die zeer compact en flexibel is, en
tegelijkertijd toch nog steeds weg straalt van het lichaam. Het design wordt zelfs
nog compacter door de toevoeging van een extra rij kortsluitelementen. Validatie
wordt met simulaties en metingen bereikt, uitgevoerd in de vrije ruimte en in de
nabijheid van het menselijk lichaam. Hieruit kan besloten worden dat het ontwerp
zeer stabiel is, er zeer weinig ongewenste absorptie van straling door de gebruiker
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optreedt en dat er haast geen wijziging is in de frequentiekarakteristiek wanneer
de antenne onderworpen wordt aan buigingstralen die typisch zijn voor menselijke
ledematen.
In het volgende hoofdstuk, hoofdstuk 4, worden de miniaturisatiemogelijkheden
door de symmetrie in de resonanties uit te buiten verder doorgedreven om tot een
ontwerp met zeer compacte dimensies en uitstekende prestaties in de nabijheid van
het lichaam te komen. Met behulp van simulaties en metingen wordt aangetoond
dat een ontwerpstrategie die een circulaire caviteit tweemaal opdeelt, volgens de
symmetrievlakken van de resonanties, de realisatie van een kleine antenne met
lage lichaamsabsorptie mogelijk maakt.
In het tweede deel van het werk staan draagbare applicaties centraal. Dankzij
toepassingsspecifieke ontwerpstrategieën wordt het mogelijk om maximale perfor-
mantie te behalen in de nabijheid van het lichaam. Zo wordt een draagbare radar
ontwikkeld voor reddingswerkers en een systeem dat hoge snelheidscommunicatie
met een implantaat faciliteert.
Het ontwerp van de draagbare radar wordt voorgesteld in hoofdstuk 5. Dit systeem
maakt gebruik van textielantennes om eenvoudig extra functionaliteit te integreren
in de uitrusting van een brandweerman, zonder te moeten inboeten op beweeg-
lijkheid en zonder extra gewicht toe te voegen. De Doppler radar is dankzij de
eenvoudige systeemarchitectuur in staat om objecten, die onttrokken zijn van het
zicht door een barrière, te detecteren. Dit systeem maakt gebruik van vier rechts-
handig gepolariseerde zendantennes die de omgeving systematisch scannen en een
linkshandig gepolariseerde ontvangstantenne, allen vervaardigd uit textielmateri-
alen. Diverse meetscenarios toonden aan dat de radar in staat is om simultaan
verschillende, bewegende objecten te detecteren.
Het voorlaatste hoofdstuk bespreekt het ontwerp en de ontwikkeling van een flexi-
bele, draagbare antenne, die zeer robuuste karakteristieken heeft wanneer ze te-
gen, en gericht naar, het lichaam geplaatst wordt. De antenne is een sleutelon-
derdeel van een draagbaar versterkersysteem met oogmerk de verbetering van de
draadloze communicatie met een apparaat dat zich in het menselijke lichaam be-
vindt. Deze ontvangstantenne, die goed functioneert ongeacht de morfologie van
de patiënt, stelt het systeem in staat om betrouwbaar en met een laag energie-
verbruik te communiceren met een implantaat. Metingen die de dataverbinding
karakteriseren werden uitgevoerd wanneer het systeem geplaatst werd op een fan-
toom, dat equivalente eigenschappen heeft als een menselijke torso, en de data
doorstuurde naar een medische eindterminal in dezelfde ruimte.

Summary
The development of the integrated circuit started in 1949 and ever since, the in-
fluence of computing on our society, the way we do our jobs, and how we interact
with our surroundings has grown exponentially. In this evolution towards the In-
ternet of Things, technology will continue to retract further into the background
and become more and more intertwined with our everyday lives. Wearable tech-
nology is a good example of this evolution. It attracts attention from all over the
world, owing to the possibilities it offers in terms of added functionality, seamless
integration, and user comfort.
As wearable systems rely on battery power, or energy harvesting, they should oper-
ate in an energy-efficient way, which means that optimal performance is required
for every part of the system. This poses specific challenges for the communication
front-end, more particularly the antenna. This microwave component is very sus-
ceptible to harmful performance degradation caused by the human body and very
difficult to integrate, if not designed properly.
The reason why the human body environment is so challenging to antenna de-
sign is twofold: mechanical & electromagnetic. Inevitably, a wearable system will
be exposed to user movements and an integrated antenna has to deal with influ-
ences such as compression, stretching, and bending. These deformations alter the
current distributions on the topology. This can cause degraded performance or a
shifted frequency response, which might render the antenna useless.
From an electromagnetic point of view, a designer needs to minimize unwanted
radiation absorption by the human body to avoid potential health issues and inef-
ficient antenna operation. The presence of the body might also detune the design,
shifting its required frequency response characteristic out of the band of interest.
And to make things even more complicated, the human body is quite fickle: its
electromagnetic characteristic change with age, body mass index, level of personal
fitness, and so on (i.e. it depends on the morphology of the person), and depends
on the position of the body (an antenna notices the difference between head and
legs).
For good and robust on-body characteristics, the influence of the human body on
the antenna performance must remain limited. This is achievable with high body-
antenna isolation, i.e. minimal coupling between human body and antenna.
To meet the integration requirements for wearable systems, engineers turn to im-
plementation techniques that use low cost, flexible, everyday materials. Textile
antennas are ideally suited to this. These antennas are realized entirely from fabric
materials and can be designed in such a way that they achieve robust performance
in the vicinity, or better: despite the proximity of the human body.
xiv Summary
The work presented in this thesis focused on two main aspects related to wearable
systems: innovations in textile antenna design and the realization of wearable
systems with textile antennas as key components for high performance operation.
Part one of the work presents the implementation of Substrate Integrated Waveg-
uide (SIW) techniques on textile substrates to achieve high performance, flexible
microwave components. Special attention was paid to the fulfillment of conflicting
demands: novel topologies are presented with high-body antenna isolation, good
performance, and small dimensions.
In chapter 2, the work is presented that was performed in cooperation with the
University of Pavia. The first implementation of SIW techniques on textile materials
was a cavity backed dogbone slot antenna that operates in the 2.45 GHz ISM band.
The design relies on metalized eyelets to realize the vertical interconnects between
the two conductive textile layers on each side of a non-conductive foam material
commonly applied in firefighter gear.
The potentials of SIW topology miniaturization by relying on the symmetry of the
mode distributions is investigated in chapter 3, where a wearable dual-band tex-
tile antenna, designed for optimal on-body performance in the 2.4 and 5.8 GHz
Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) bands, is proposed. It uses brass eyelets
and a combination of conducting and non-conductive textile materials to realize
a half-mode substrate integrated waveguide cavity with ground plane that is very
compact and flexible, while still directing radiation away from the wearer. To make
the design even more compact, rows of shorting vias and slots are added. Simu-
lations and measurements are performed to validate the design and very stable
on-body performance and a low Specific Absorption Rate is obtained, with mini-
mal frequency detuning when deploying the antenna on the human body and when
bent around cylinders with radii equal to those of typical arms and legs.
The next chapter elaborates further on the possibilities of mode symmetries for
compact design and uses two virtual magnetic walls in a circular resonant cavity
to achieve effective, compact, and robust on-body antenna operation. Simulations
and measurements show that this design strategy enables the realization of an
efficient on-body design with very low Specific Absorption Rate values.
Part two presents two wearable systems for dedicated applications: a through-
wall Doppler radar for firefighters & rescue operations that detects targets hidden
behind line-of-sight obstructing objects such as walls or debris, and a wearable
repeater system that enhances the communication link with a wireless endoscopy
capsule.
In chapter 5, a wearable system that relies on textile antennas to unobtrusively
integrate functionality into the gear of rescue workers is discussed. A novel, low-
cost, low-weight, wearable Doppler radar system composed of textile materials
and capable of detecting moving objects behind a barrier is developed. Weara-
bility is maximized by relying on flexible, low-weight, and breathable materials
to manufacture the key parts of the system. The low-complexity Doppler radar
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system makes use of an array of four right-hand circularly polarized textile trans-
mit antennas to scan the surroundings. At the receiving end, textile materials are
used to develop an active left-hand circularly polarized wearable receive antenna.
Several measurement setups demonstrate that the on-body system is capable of de-
tecting multiple moving subjects in indoor environments, including through-wall
scenarios.
The design and development of a flexible on-body textile patch antenna, robustly
matched directly to the human body, as key part of a wearable repeater that en-
hances communication with implanted wireless devices is presented in chapter 6.
This receive antenna, which can cope with different morphologies and positions
on the body, enables reliable high data rate and low-power communication links
with an implant. A data link measurement is performed for the on-body repeater
system placed on the human torso, relaying the signals to nearby medical equip-
ment, without wired connection to the patient. The performance of the data link
is experimentally assessed in different measurement scenarios.
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DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF TEXTILE ANTENNAS
AND WEARABLE SYSTEMS WITH HIGH BODY-ANTENNA
ISOLATION

1
Introduction
1.1 Wearable Systems
Ever since the transistor replaced the vacuum tube by the end of the 1950s and,
thereafter, the invention of the integrated circuits, the influence of computers on
society has increased hand over fist. Whereas, in the 1990s, we used to rely on
keyboard and mouse to browse our first web pages and send our first emails, most
people nowadays carry around, in their pocket, a device that lets them contact
anyone, anywhere in the world, or access any piece of information from a data
source more vast than all of the world’s libraries combined. And all of this by
simply swiping a screen or by using voice commands. But what does the future
have in store for us? Where will this evolution bring us in the next 5 to 10 years?
In the vision of the Internet-of-things (IoT) [1]–[3] and ’ubiquitous computing’
[4], [5] it is expected that, with the continued shrinking of electronic sizes and
their ever increasing capabilities, technology will retract further and further into
the background, becoming more and more interwoven with our everyday lives.
In this evolution towards total symbiosis between man and machine an impor-
tant role is reserved for wearable devices. These body-centric systems, focused on
dedicated tasks, offer a lot of potential owing to the combination of inconspicu-
ous integration of functionality, extending the user’s capabilities while still being
comfortable enough to carry around all day long.
The possibilities offered by wearables have not gone unnoticed and the subject
attracts a lot of attention from researchers in academia, industry, and designer
groups. Numerous application domains can be conceived that could benefit from
wearable technology, such as medical systems; patient monitoring [6]–[11], epi-
demiologic studies [12]–[14], rehabilitation and geriatric care [15]–[17], in-home
health care [18], [19], etc. Rescue workers, first responders, and security person-
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nel [20], [21] could certainly benefit from low weight, high performance, smart
systems. They can help to enhance the experiences of leisure activities such as
sports & fitness monitoring [22], [23], and augmented reality [24]. Another in-
teresting topic is body-centric energy harvesting [25]–[31] and some researchers
have even focused on the use of wearable electronics to improve human-animal
interaction [32], [33].
Clearly, the future looks bright for these wearables with its plethora of application
areas and user-friendly potential. But what is a wearable system, from a technical
point of view, really? To engineers a wearable system is a wireless body-centric
system, consisting of a number of building blocks that should be integrated in
a way that doesn’t diminish the user’s comfort. There is a hardware part, with
sensors (gathering the data) and actuators (providing interaction with the user), a
computing core (such as microcontroller that takes care of data processing), an en-
ergy source (batteries or power harvesting unit), and communication capabilities
(RF front end and antenna). The software part, running on the microcontroller,
handles the available data streams from/towards the hardware components and
makes the system ‘smart’. And finally, what makes this combination of separate
building blocks into a full blown wearable is the fact that it is integrated, in some
way, such that it can easily be worn by a user, inconspicuously, without hindering
him or her during the execution of their tasks or day to day activities.
An interesting type of wearable with strong emphasis on integration are the smart
textiles [34], [35]. These are fabrics in which electronics are embedded, exploiting
as much of the space provided by the textile to achieve optimal integration, to
extend its functionality. The electronics could be off-the-shelf components, like
microcontrollers, sensors, actuators, or could be realized by using the fabrics of the
smart textile itself, such as RFID tags [36]–[38], stretchable interconnects [39]–
[41], or antennas.
1.2 Wearable Antennas
In any wireless system the antenna is a key component. Its function is to facilitate
the wireless transfer of data by converting an electric signal, carrying information,
into an electromagnetic wave and launching it into space. At the receiving end, its
task is comparable, but reversed: the electromagnetic wave carrying the informa-
tion is converted into an electric signal that can be handled by the system’s ’data
processing core’.
It stands to reason that the quality of the antenna will severely influence the overall
performance of the wireless system. A decent antenna converts the signal to EM
waves in a power-efficient way, giving the system a long communication range,
high bit rate, and long-lasting battery life. A bad one, on the other hand, results
in short range, bad signal quality, low bit rates, and high power consumption,
inevitably leading to quickly drained batteries.
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Sometimes the design of an efficient antenna is straightforward: all you need is
a bulky geometry and a large keep out area so there are no objects in the direct
vicinity. Overall best performance is achieved when the size of the design is about
half the wavelength. For example, this would mean that the optimal antenna size
for Wi-Fi is about 6 cm, and for GSM (mobile telephone) ± 17 cm, and with no
nearby objects (i.e. no laptop screen, or human body parts). Obviously this is not
always possible, especially not in scenarios where integration is important (as is
the case for wearable systems). This approach should be abandoned in such cases.
Dedicated design and implementation methods are needed for wearable antennas
to be able to cope with a large number of -often conflicting- objectives.
The design should be low profile, compact, and easy to integrate inconspicuously.
The person using the wearable system should be able to take advantage of the ad-
ditional functionality offered, without being hindered, and having to pay the price
of reduced comfort. There are also specific challenges related to the deployment
near the human body. Mechanical stress occurs, such as bending, crumpling, and
stretching. This can lead to failure, such as broken connectors, cracked intercon-
nections, or delamination of the different layers.
Electromagnetic issues are associated to on-body deployment as well. In today’s
technologically advanced societies exposure to all types of radio-frequency (RF)
sources [42]–[44] is inescapable and additional absorption caused by a radiating
antenna, placed near the human body, should be avoided as this could lead to
health issues. The presence of the body also has the tendency to affect the prop-
agation characteristics [45]–[50], and careless design could result in poor link
quality, depolarization, and augmented power consumption. The body might also
detune the antenna’s operating frequency, and deteriorate its matching character-
istics and/or radiation efficiency, rendering it useless for wearable applications.
On top of this, the characteristics should be robust and stay reliable under changing
environmental parameters, such as air humidity and heat.
A good strategy to achieve stable and efficient on-body performance is to make
high-body antenna isolation a design priority. In other words, the antenna has
to operate in such a way that the amount of radiation towards, and near field
coupling with, the body is minimized (and ideally equal to zero). Placing the body
in a ’blind spot’ of the antenna will permit stable performance, comparable to free
space results, and will make the design independent of the position on the human
body, the spacing between the antenna and the user, and the person’s morphology
(child or adult, female or male, skinny or fat, etc.).
1.2.1 Antenna Fundamentals
In a nutshell, an antenna can be said to operate properly when it meets distinct
characteristics. Firstly, good impedance matching between the antenna and the
signal source (e.g. RF front end of chip) is required to allow for good power trans-
fer. And secondly, the antenna needs to adequately radiate this power into space.
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For body-worn antennas these requirements are extended by demanding that these
characteristics stay stable in the vicinity of the human body, and that radiation ab-
sorption should be minimized
To objectively quantify a wearable antenna’s performance the same figures of merit
are used throughout this work. This section briefly discusses the fundamental an-
tenna parameters that quantify performance. For more in-depth information about
antenna theory and design, and microwave engineering the reader is referred to
text books, such as [51]–[55].
Antenna Input Impedance and Bandwidth
To simplify analysis and design an antenna is often represented by its equivalent
circuit that retains all of its essential electrical characteristics. The antenna itself
can be represented by a frequency dependent input impedance, Zin. This input
impedance is made up of Za, the antenna impedance, and Rcd , which models the
dissipation of power caused by dielectric and conductor losses. Ra is the power
radiated in the far field, and Xa the radiation reactance which is the power that
is stored in the near-field of the antenna such as is the case for capacitors and
inductors.
Naturally, an antenna is connected to a transmitter or receiver, usually with a trans-
mission line. The amount of power transferred from the source or transmission
line to the antenna can be expressed by the reflection coefficient. This parameter
is defined as the ratio of the amplitude of the reflected wave to the incident wave:
Γ =
Vre f lec ted
Vincident
And can also be calculated depending on the impedance of the antenna, Zin, and
source impedance, Z0.
Γ =
Zin − Z0
Zin + Z0
In microwave theory, Scattering parameters are a popular tool to describe an N-
port network and for one-port devices the reflection coefficient corresponds to the
scattering parameter S11, which gives the ratio of reflected and incoming power
at the port. It is often evaluated on the logarithmic scale as 20log10(|S11|). The
antenna bandwidth depends on the reflection coefficient and is defined as the size
of frequency range for which the magnitude Γ is below a certain value (in this
work -10 dB is used).
Antenna Gain & Efficiency
Impedance matching is a figure of merit which indicates how good the power trans-
fer between transmission line and antenna is. The power which actually reaches
the antenna still needs to be radiated and to quantify this antenna gain is used.
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Antenna gain indicates how good an antenna is at converting energy, that it has
available at its terminals, to radio waves in a certain direction. Or in receiving
mode: how good it is at converting EM waves coming from a certain direction into
an electric signal. This figure of merit depends on two other important antenna
concepts: the directive gain and the antenna efficiency:
G(θ ,φ) = ecd D(θ ,φ)
The directivity is the ratio of power in the direction of maximal emission to that
of an isotropic radiator with the same total power, and it is the maximum value of
the directive gain, D(θ ,φ):
D(θ ,φ) =
U(θ ,φ)
Ptot/ (4pi)
which is defined as the radiation intensity in a certain direction U(θ ,φ), compared
to the average value in all directions. It should be remarked that directive gain is
often denoted simply as directivity.
Not all the power that is accepted by the antenna (so not reflected back to the
source) will be radiated. The energy dissipated due to conductor and dielectric
losses, or body absorption, will no longer be available to be radiated and hence
the antenna will become less efficient. This is modeled by the antenna efficiency
ecd , which is defined as:
ecd =
Pradiated
Pavailable
Specific Absorption Rate
Specific Absorption Rate (SAR) is a measure of the rate at which energy is absorbed
by the human body when it is exposed to a radio frequent electromagnetic field.
It is defined as the rate of absorption of dissipating energy (W) in unit mass (M):
SAR =
d
d t
dW
dM
=
d
d t
dW
ρdV
with ρ is the specific density of the human tissue.
The SAR can be calculated using the RMS electric field, E, within the tissue:
SAR =
σE2
ρ
where σ is the tissue’s conductivity. Measurement on phantoms filled with tissue-
mimicking fluids are another way of determining the SAR value.
For antenna design, the Specific Absorption Rate is commonly expressed in W/kg
or W/g and the measurements are averaged out over a small sample volume.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1.1: Examples of wearable antenna substrates: (a) closed-cell expanded rubber
foam, (b) 3D fabric, and (c)aramid .
The limits set for SAR are determined by various governments and differ depending
on the region. In Europe the SAR limit is 2.0 mW/g averaged over 10 g of tissue
[56] and in the United States the limit is set, much more stringent, to 1.6 mW/g
averaged over 1 g of tissue[57].
1.3 Textile Antenna
In the previous section, it became clear that a wearable antenna needs to meet two
different design aspects. First of all, good free space and on-body performances
(i.e. high body-antenna isolation) are essential. Second, it should be possible to
integrate the design inconspicuously, without causing hinder to the user, and with
stable performance in various operating conditions. This is where textile antennas
become interesting.
1.3.1 Realization
Many textile antenna designs are microstrip line or coplanar waveguide (CPW)
topologies, and they can be fabricated by reusing the same materials as the gar-
ments into which they are integrated and combining them with conductive textiles.
As an antenna substrate, thicker textile, with a low permittivity, is ideally used.
In Fig. 1.1, some examples of flexible/textile materials applied in the design of
wearable antennas are depicted. Wearable antenna conductors can be realized by
using conductive textiles [58], such as copper-plated nylon taffeta and silver plated
stretchable fabric, by using laminations of metal film onto a polymer carrier [59],
[60], such as copper-on-polyimide, or by using conductive patterns defined by
screen printing conductive ink [61]–[63] or embroidering conductive yarns [64],
[65].
To determine the suitability of (conductive) textile materials for antenna fabri-
cation, the electromagnetic parameters have to be known. Several methods have
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been developed to extract the permittivity, losses, and conductivity of these materi-
als, such as microstrip line methods with connector de-embedding [66], surrogate
based methods [67], or in-situ methods [68], [69].
The use of textile materials, in combination with a dedicated design strategy, re-
sults in flexible, low weight, high performance on body components. This benefits
the system and facilitates longer communication ranges, lower power consump-
tion, and higher bit rates.
1.3.2 State of the art
The area of textile antenna research is an active one, many researchers are drawn
to the potential of textile antennas for wearable systems and a plethora of designs
can be found in literature. This section summarizes the main research efforts and
advancements made in textile antenna development.
The first reported ‘all textile’ antenna was presented in 2003 [70], and is a mi-
crostrip patch topology build up using a fleece substrate and knitted copper fabric.
It operates in the 2.45 GHz Industrial Scientific Medical (ISM) band and is intended
for Bluetooth or wireless LAN applications. Since then, the research efforts in the
field of textile antennas have significantly broadened to cover all aspects of design.
The first antennas typically exhibited single band operation, but, in the meantime,
researchers have conceived designs with multiband [71]–[74], and ultra-wideband
functionality [75], [76]. Vertical polarization is often reported, but dual polarized
[77]–[79], and circularly polarized designs [60], [80] dedicated for on-body use
also exist. Some designs focus on topologies with small dimensions [72], [81]
or use Electromagnetic Band Gap (EBG) structures [74], [82] to improve body-
antenna isolation.
Different studies have also focused specifically on external influences that might
pose problems for decent antenna operation, such as the presence of the human
body [73], [83], bending [81], [84], [85], washing [61], [62], environmental con-
ditions (humidity [86], harsh environments [87], even shotgun blasts [88]), when
integrated into and covered by textile layers [21], [89]–[91], and their sensitivity
to fabrication tolerances [92].
Since a stand-alone antenna is of not much use, strategies to integrate active cir-
cuitry with textile designs has been researched, such as in [20], [59], [60], [79],
[93], where electronics are integrated behind the ground plane of a patch antenna
by using a very thin polyimide layer as a carrier for the active electronics, or [25]
where a solar cell is mounted on an antenna for energy harvesting.
Most textile antenna that can be found in literature have a radiation pattern that
directs most of the radiation away from the wearer, and thus they are excellently
suited for what is called off-body communication: data transmission from a body
worn device, to wireless system not physically connected to the wearer. Some an-
tenna designs realize radiation patterns with maxima along the human body. These
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designs [94]–[96] are excellently suited for on-body communication: transmission
between nodes on the human body. In other studies designs were developed to im-
prove the communication link to implanted devices, such as in [97]–[99].
Textile antennas can also be used in array formation to achieve better communi-
cation links, or longer range [20], [100]–[103].
The operating frequency of most of the discussed designs is lower than 6 GHz,
mainly focusing on the 2.45 GHz band or the frequency bands allocated to Global
Satellite Navigation Systems (GNSS) (such as Galileo, GPS), but antennas for the
60 GHz band have also been proposed [94], [104]. Yet they tend to suffer from
poor efficiency, mainly caused by the reduced conductivity at these high frequen-
cies and roughness of the e-textiles.
The designs discussed so far have all been implemented in microstrip line or copla-
nar waveguide topologies. These two implementation techniques have the advan-
tage that they are low profile, easily realizable on textile materials, and that de-
signs can be realized in such a way that they have good body-antenna isolation,
which is vital for robust, energy efficient, and safe textile antenna operation. To
achieve this, however, they need to use a ground plane which extends beyond the
dimensions of the actual antenna, or use an even larger EBG structure to ade-
quately shield the antenna from the body. To overcome these limitations, another
implementation technique might provide a solution.
1.3.3 Substrate Integrated Waveguide Techniques and
its Application to Textile Antenna Design
SIW Fundamentals
This section briefly introduces the concepts behind Substrate Integrated Waveg-
uides (SIW) and their relation to rectangular waveguides. For more in-depth in-
formation, the reader is directed to literature such as [105], [106].
SIW is a technique for planar implementation of rectangular waveguides, and all
microwave components that can be derived from it, such as filters, couplers, anten-
nas, etc. It is realizable with standard Printed Circuit Board (PCB) manufacturing
techniques and uses two rows of conductive cylinders, vias, or slots to connect two
conductive plates on opposing sides of a dielectric substrate. Figure 1.2 shows the
geometry of a basic SIW waveguide.
This structure has comparable performance to that of a rectangular waveguide in
terms of dispersion characteristics and field pattern. The modes that exist coincide
with the T En0, n = 1,2, ... modes of the rectangular waveguide. Current flow, on
the side walls of the waveguide, parallel to the direction of propagation is not
possible due to the gaps between the posts. This inhibits T Enm, n> 0, modes from
propagating. Current flow along the vertical posts (y-direction) also implies a non-
zero component of the magnetic field in the direction of propagation, hz , violating
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Figure 1.2: Geometry of an SIW.
max
min
Figure 1.3: Plot of the E-field amplitude (magnitude) of the fundamental mode of an SIW.
the condition for all TM modes. The amplitude of E-field of the fundamental mode
of an SIW plotted in Fig. 1.3
To facilitate easy design, empirical relations between the geometrical dimensions
of an SIW waveguide and the effective width, we f f , of the equivalent rectangular
waveguide with the same propagation characteristics have been developed:
we f f = w− 1.08 d
2
s
+ 0.1
d2
w
with w the width of the waveguide, d the diameter of the vias, and s the spacing
between them. This relation can be used to quickly obtain initial dimensions of
a design by substituting the we f f in well know formulas regarding rectangular
waveguide structures.
The losses in SIW structures can be split up into three groups: dielectric losses,
conductor losses, and radiation losses. Dielectric losses are caused by the losses in
the dielectric substrate (tanδ). The conductor losses are primarily related to the
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height of the used substrate, the width of the waveguide and the surface roughness
of the conductors. The radiation loss, caused by leakage through the openings
between the posts, can be controlled by choosing the right dimensions for the
posts and the corresponding spacing between them. A rule of thumb which should
be used is:
d <
λg
5
, s ≤ 2d
where d is the diameter of the via, λg is the wavelength of the guided wave, and s is
the spacing between the vias. Following this rule, the cut-off frequency formed by
the channels between the posts will be much higher than the operating frequency
of the waveguide, resulting in very low leakage from the waveguide. If radiation
leakage is wanted, such as in leaky wave antennas, the spacing between the posts
can be increased.
SIW structures also offer an interesting possibility to reduce a component’s dimen-
sions, by taking advantage of the symmetry of the fundamental mode. As can be
seen in Fig. 1.4, the magnetic field is symmetric along the center plane of the
waveguide, and hz is zero here. A virtual magnetic wall can be drawn along this
symmetry plane and a (pseudo)-magnetic wall can be realized by cutting the struc-
ture in half. Due to the large ratio of waveguide width to height, this then behaves
as a magnetic wall and, subsequently, the operation characteristics of the structure
remain the same.
The SIW implementation of microwave structures has some very interesting advan-
tages over microstrip or CPW such as, higher isolation capabilities due to the ver-
tical metal posts, the low radiation losses when used in combination with thicker
substrates (such as textile materials), the lack of need for a large ground plane, and
the miniaturization options which take use of the symmetry planes of the modes.
Textile Substrate Integrated Waveguide Microwave Components
The first implementation of substrate integrated waveguide technology on textile
materials was published in august 2012 [107]. The proposed design is a cav-
ity backed dogbone slot antenna, completely covering the 2.45 GHz ISM band
and boasting excellent radiation characteristics. This study showed that SIW tech-
niques can be used for the fabrication of textile by using simple, low cost materials
and manufacturing techniques.
To realize the vertical posts, connecting the two conductive textile layers on both
sides of a textile substrate, brass eyelets were used. Eyelets are commonly used to
prevent tearing or abrasion of the pierced textile material. Typically they can be
found in shoes, hooded sweatshirts, and sails for lacing purposes, or for aesthetic
purposes in fashion design. Other studies have implemented the vertical intercon-
nections by relying on very closely stitched walls of conductive thread to define
the perimeters of waveguides, cavities, or antennas [108], [109]
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Figure 1.4: Plot of (a) the H-field and (b) the amplitude (magnitude) of the longitudinal
H-field component of the fundamental mode.
The SIW technique is very versatile and can be used to meet very distinctly differ-
ent design goals. As such, topologies aiming at wideband operation or covering
multiple frequency bands [27], [110] have been reported. The miniaturization
of antennas by relying on the symmetry of the mode distributions has also been
exploited. Half-Mode SIW [108], [110] and Quarter-Mode SIW [111] topologies
were proposed that are able to combine very high body-antenna isolation with ex-
cellent performance, and compact dimensions. Another option to combine good
shielding and compact dimensions is the multilayered cavity backed stacked patch
design presented in [69], [112].
When eyelets are used for the implementation of SIWs on textile, wires (for exam-
ple to power active electronics) can be routed through the eyelets from one side
of the substrate to the other without affecting the performance of the microwave
component, something that is not possible with microstrip line or CPW designs.
Using this principle, SIW antennas have been presented that act as an energy har-
vesting platform for solar energy and thermal energy [27].
SIW techniques can also be adopted to realize other microwave components and
studies have been presented that focus on the realization of SIW waveguides and
filters implemented on textile materials [69], [109].
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Wearable Textile Antenna in
Substrate Integrated Waveguide
Technology
Riccardo Moro, Sam Agneessens, Maurizio Bozzi, and Hendrik Rogier.
Based on the article published in IET Electronics letters.
ÆÆÆ
A novel wearable substrate integrated waveguide antenna fabricated entirely
from textile materials is presented. The cavity-backed slot antenna operates in
the 2.45 GHz industrial, scientific and medical band, for short range commu-
nication between rescue workers. A prototype of the antenna was fabricated
and tested: good performance was obtained in terms of input matching and
radiation pattern. Moreover, measurements performed on the antenna after
bending and integration into clothing indicate high robustness against defor-
mation and low influence of the human body on antenna performance, making
the design well-suited for on-body use.
2.1 Introduction
The design of wearable components and antennas for wireless applications re-
ceived significant attention [1] in the past decade. In particular, localization and
tracking of fire-fighters in rescue operations, as well as communication in critical
conditions, require low- cost and efficient systems that are comfortable to wear.
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Therefore, components and systems should be low-profile, light-weight and me-
chanically flexible, and the adopted substrates need to be flame resistant and wa-
ter repellent. The textile fabrics typically applied in firefighter garments repre-
sent good candidates for implementing antennas that are suitable for integration
into protective garments. A variety of patch antennas on textile, operating in the
2.4-2.4835 GHz industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) band, were proposed [1].
These antennas require a sufficiently large ground plane to limit the influence of
the human body on the antenna’s radiation characteristics. In addition, antenna
performance should remain stable when the textile patch is subjected to bending
[2].
In this letter, a textile cavity-backed slot antenna in substrate integrated waveguide
(SIW) technology is presented. To the authors’ best knowledge this is the first im-
plementation of a microwave SIW structure with textile materials. Cavity-backed
antennas offer several advantages, such as suppression of unwanted surface waves
and lower sensitivity for on-body operation, as well as a high front-to-back ratio
[3]. SIW technology was chosen as a simple cost-effective fabrication process,
which is already well-developed for printed circuit boards [4]. Furthermore, it al-
lows easy integration of passive and active components onto the antenna [5], thus
permitting the realization of complete systems on a textile carrier.
An SIW cavity-backed slot antenna in textile materials was designed, fabricated
and experimentally verified. The structure exhibits compact size and good flexi-
bility, thanks to the use of eyelets as metalized holes implementing the SIW cavity.
On-body measurements were performed, and the effect of bending was investi-
gated to evaluate the antenna performance under realistic operating conditions.
2.2 Antenna Design
The substrate adopted for the realization of the SIW cavity-backed antenna is
a 3.94 mm thick closed cell expanded rubber protective foam typically used in
fire-fighter suits, with dielectric permittivity εr = 1.575 and loss tangent tanδ =
0.0238, characterized at 2.45 GHz [6]. Moreover, the top and bottom metal layers
of the SIW structure are implemented by using Flectron, a conductive fabric with
surface resistivity Rs = 0.18Ω/sq at 2.45 GHz.
The antenna consists of a square SIW cavity with a slot cut out in the top metal layer
(Fig. 2.1(a)). A 50 Ω grounded coplanar waveguide (GCPW) in the bottom metal
layer was adopted as a feed line (Fig. 2.1(b)). The dimensions of the cavity were
selected in order to excite the T E120 cavity mode at 2.45 GHz. The dog-bone shape
of the slot allows to fit the slot in the top wall of the SIW cavity. Slot length and
position were chosen for optimal coupling with the cavity mode: the best antenna
performance was achieved with the slot slightly offset (0.6 mm) with respect to the
centre of the cavity. Moreover, the length of the GCPW was optimized to improve
the input matching.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 2.1: SIW cavity-backed slot antenna. (a) Top view, (b), bottom view, and (c) side
view
The computer-aided design of the antenna was performed by using the commercial
full-wave simulator Ansys HFSS.
2.3 Fabrication Process
First, the SIW textile antenna is assembled by gluing the two conductive fabrics
onto the textile substrate by means of adhesive sheets, paying particular attention
to the alignment of the different layers. Second, the structure is perforated to
implement the via holes with diameter d = 7mm and longitudinal spacing s =
14mm. Finally, eyelets are fixed in the holes. This solution permits to preserve the
flexibility of the substrate.
A first prototype of the antenna was fabricated and tested. Compared to the simu-
lation, the measured return loss exhibited an upward frequency shift. This discrep-
ancy was attributed to the compression of the textile substrate and the conductive
fabrics, due to the pressure of the heads of the eyelets (Fig. 2.1(c)). Consequently,
the dimension of the cavity was reoptimized (Table 2.1), taking into account this
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Table 2.1: Dimensions of the re-optimized SIW cavity-backed antenna.
Parameter dimension [mm] Parameter dimension [mm]
Lcavi t y 71.5 Wst r ip 15
Lslot 26.2 Wgap 3
L1 19.1 d 7
W1 10.5 D 13
W2 8.7 s 14
L f 64.6 hc 1
Lground 126.5 Wground 131.5
LB,ground 91.5 WB,ground 111.5
compression effect, and a new prototype of the antenna was fabricated.
2.4 Experimental Verification of the Antenna
Performance
The input matching with respect to 50 Ω was validated under different operating
conditions of the antenna.
First, the antenna was measured standalone in an anechoic chamber. The simu-
lated and measured reflection coefficients are shown in Fig. 2.2. The return loss
is larger than 10 dB in the complete ISM band thanks to a resonance at 2.45 GHz
and a bandwidth of 165 MHz. The measured radiation patterns of the antenna in
E-plane and H-plane are shown in Fig. 2.3. The measured co-polarized radiation
patterns in both planes and the cross-polarization component in the H-plane agree
very well with the simulations. Conversely, there is a small discrepancy for the
cross-polarization component in the E-plane, which is extremely low in the simu-
lation. The antenna gain at broadside was found to be 3.21 dBi in the simulation
and 3.9 dBi in the measurement, with a measured front-to-back ratio of 19.7 dB.
Simulations yield an antenna efficiency of 52%, compared to a measured efficiency
of 68%.
2.5 Conclusions
A cavity-backed antenna in substrate integrated waveguide technology, realized
completely in textile materials was designed, fabricated and validated. The SIW-
on-textile integration results in an antenna exhibiting high robustness against bend-
ing, low influence of human body and high front-to-back ratio. In addition, this
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Figure 2.2: Matching characteristics of the SIW cavity-backed slot antenna.
structure is light-weight, flexible and low-cost, thus making this antenna well-
suited for on-body use.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 2.3: Radiation pattern [dBi] of the SIW cavity-backed slot antenna. (a) E-plane and
(b) H-plane
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Compact Half Diamond
Dual-Band Textile HMSIW
On-Body Antenna
Sam Agneessens and Hendrik Rogier
Based on the article published in IEEE Transactions on Antennas and Propagation
ÆÆÆ
A novel wearable dual-band textile antenna, designed for optimal on-body
performance in the 2.4 GHz and 5.8 GHz Industrial, Scientific and Medical
bands, is proposed. By using brass eyelets and a combination of conducting and
non-conductive textile materials, a Half-Mode Substrate Integrated Waveguide
cavity with ground plane is realized that is very compact, flexible and, while
still directing radiation away from the wearer. Additional miniaturization is
achieved by adding a row of shorting vias and slots. Beside excellent free space
performance in the 2.4 GHz and 5.8 GHz bands, respectively, with measured
impedance bandwidth of 4.9% and 5.1%, maximal measured free-space gain of
4.1 dBi and 5.8 dBi, and efficiency of 72.8% and 85.6%, very stable on-body
performance is obtained, with minimal frequency detuning when deploying
the antenna on the human body and when bent around cylinders with radii of
75 mm and 40 mm. At 2.45 GHz and 5.8 GHz, respectively, the measured on-
body gain is 4.4 dBi and 5.7 dBi, with sufficiently small calculated SAR values
of 0.55 W/kg and 0.90 W/kg. These properties make the proposed antenna
excellently suited for wearable on-body systems.
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3.1 Introduction
Body-worn electronics have significant potential in various diverse applications
and domains, such as positioning and tracking for firefighters; robust, low weight,
integrated wireless communication devices for rescue personnel; and increasing
the quality of life while decreasing the cost for the elderly, the disabled or medical
patients by providing integrated remote medical monitoring, amongst others [1],
[2]. These systems have received a lot of attention and many studies, in a broad
application range, are found in literature, such as (but not limited to): integrated
radar for firefighters [3], search and rescue systems in lifejackets [4], and wearable
biosensor systems [5].
In achieving such high-performance, unobtrusive, wearable systems, a high level
of integration and a dedicated antenna design formalism are vital. As such, tex-
tile antennas provide a popular solution as their flexibility and low weight enables
them to excellently cope with the dynamic environment of the human body (mov-
ing, twisting, turning), while maintaining the wearer‘s comfort. In addition, they
can achieve a performance comparable to that of antennas on rigid substrates.
The 2.4 GHz Industrial Scientific and Medical (ISM) band has proven to be very
well suited for these smart e-textile systems and several studies presented textile
antennas operating in this unlicensed band [6]–[8]. Other designs have received
their fair share of attention, such as antennas for dual and multiband operation
[9]–[13], designs with UWB performance [14] or large fractional bandwidth to
cover multiple applications, and topologies that apply Electromagnetic Band Gap
(EBG) structures in the textile substrate to optimize performance near the human
body [10], [15].
Most of these textile antenna designs are planar topologies based on microstrip or
CoPlanar Waveguide (CPW) patches. They are low profile and robust, but require
a ground plane or EBG substrate with dimensions larger than those of the patch
to adequately shield the body of the human wearer from the radiating antenna.
Designs that do not use such a technique suffer from large degradation of radiation
performance and high Specific Absorption Rate (SAR) values when placed in too
close proximity of the body [16], [17]. They require thick textile layers to provide
sufficient spacing before they can be used in a practical application.
Recently, a new textile antenna topology was presented [18]: a 2.4 GHz ISM band
cavity backed textile antenna applying Substrate Integrated Waveguide (SIW) tech-
nology, which provides increased isolation between antenna and wearer without
the need for a large ground plane.
SIW technology leverages a low-cost, low-loss implementation of planar microwave
components and offers a performance comparable to that of a rectangular waveg-
uide while being compact and compatible with printed circuit board technology.
SIW antennas come in many forms and operational principles. Interesting struc-
tures for on-body use range from cavity backed slot antennas [19], [20], over leaky
waveguides [21] to Half-Mode [22] and Quarter Mode leaky cavities [23].
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In this paper, a new Half-Mode Substrate Integrated Waveguide (HMSIW) topol-
ogy is implemented in textile materials to achieve a novel, compact and easy-to-
fabricate structure, very suitable for dual-band on-body operation thanks to its
combination of small dimensions, low SAR values and very robust on-body per-
formance. Specifically, the antenna exhibits a HMSIW cavity backed slot topol-
ogy, with a diamond shape, leveraging a ground plane and SIW technology to
increase the isolation between the human body and the radiating element. In
contrast to the HMSIW textile antenna presented in [24], this design features
dual-band operation, functioning both in the 2.4 GHz ISM band, extending from
2.4 GHz to 2.4835 GHz, as well as in 5.8 GHz ISM band, ranging from 5.725 GHz
to 5.875 GHz, making it suitable for the Zigbee, IEEE 802.11n (Wi-Fi), wireless
HDMI and Bluetooth wireless standards. The use of a ground plane makes the
antenna much simpler, smaller and easier to fabricate than designs using EBG sub-
strates [10] to separate body and antenna, while maintaining excellent on body
robustness, radiation performance and low SAR values.
This novel HMSIW textile design yields a significant reduction in size in compar-
ison to conventional textile patch antennas [6]–[8], which require an extended
ground plane to sufficiently shield the human body. Its dimensions are also signif-
icantly smaller than other dual-band textile designs, being 79.2% smaller than the
suspend-plate design presented in [13], and yielding a 85.5% size reduction with
respect to the dual-band wearable antenna on an EBG substrate [10]. Compared
to other compact dual-band textile antennas [11], [25], the proposed design has a
very robust on-body performance, with low frequency detuning and radiation per-
formance deterioration when placed on-body and under bending conditions. With
respect to other on-body SIW designs, such as [18] and [24], the presented design
adds dual-band functionality and achieves additional size reduction by relying on
a shorting wall of vias. Furthermore, this study presents the first experimental in-
vestigation of the performance of an HMSIW antenna in an on-body environment.
Section 3.2 of the work discusses the design and fabrication of the novel on-body
antenna, which is tested, measured and validated in free space and in the body en-
vironment with results discussed in Section 3.3. Section 3.4 covers the conclusions
and outlook.
3.2 Half-Diamond HMSIW Antenna
3.2.1 Antenna design specifications
A small size, high performance, on-body antenna is designed, operating in the
2.4 and 5.8 GHz ISM bands. Therefore, an impedance matching criterion |S11| <−10dB, with respect to 50 Ω, in the frequency bands 2.4-2.5 GHz and 5.725-
5.875 GHz, and a radiation efficiency better than 50% are imposed.
For on-body use, it is vital that the antenna is low weight, flexible and has low
overall dimensions, while keeping in mind the SAR guidelines for EM radiation
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absorption (maximal absorbed power 1.6 W/kg over an averaged region of 1 g
tissue) [26]. The influence of factors such as movement, variations in body mor-
phology and position of the antenna on the body should be minimized to achieve
stable radiation performance and a stable reflection coefficient (i.e. a robust an-
tenna) under very different conditions.
3.2.2 Antenna topology
To meet these stringent on-body requirements, a - to the best of the authors’ knowl-
edge - novel antenna topology is proposed: a half diamond shaped cavity backed
slot dual band HMSIW antenna. Fig.3.1 demonstrates how a single frequency SIW
cavity backed slot antenna with the slot along the diagonal of the square cavity is
transformed into this innovative topology.
Given the symmetry of the electric field distribution in the cavity, the symmetry
plane behaves as a virtual magnetic wall. Therefore, following Fig.3.1.b, the cav-
ity is split along this plane, leading to a size reduction of almost 50% without
significant loss in radiation performance and impedance matching.
This type of HMSIW cavity backed slot antenna can be circularly polarized, as in
[22], where two different modes with a 90◦ phase shift are excited in the cavity,
one in the upper and one in the lower half of the half mode cavity separated by
the slot. Yet, in this design an additional size reduction is achieved by dropping
the circular polarization requirement. Then, only the mode in the lower half of
the cavity (the region below the largest slot in Fig. 3.1.b) needs to be excited to
give rise to radiation and the area in the upper half (the region above the largest
slot in Fig. 3.1.b) can be shorted, leading to an even smaller antenna, as shown in
Fig. 3.1.c. By optimizing the position of the feed point, a second-order mode at a
higher frequency is excited, making the structure suitable for dual band operation.
Finally, the resonance frequency in the higher frequency band is tuned by adding
a second slot, as shown in Fig. 3.1.d. Enlarging this additional slot decreases the
resonance frequency of the second-order mode and provides larger bandwidth in
the higher frequency band.
3.2.3 Computer-aided design process
The design strategy for a half diamond HMSIW antenna fabricated from textile
materials is outlined, keeping in mind the design requirements in Section 3.2.1.
As antenna substrate a flexible closed-cell expanded rubber protective foam with
thickness h = 3.94 mm, εr = 1.495 and tan δ = 0.016 is chosen.
The dielectric parameters of the textile materials are extracted by means of the
matrix-pencil two-line method [27] . The conductive planes are fabricated from a
copper plated polyester taffeta fabric with thickness 80 µm and surface resistivity
0.18 Ω/sq at 2.45 GHz. The antenna geometry is cut by hand from the textile
material by using a scalpel. To realize the vias in the design, brass eyelets are
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Figure 3.1: Miniaturization strategy (a) starting point: cavity backed slot antenna, (b) use
virtual magnetic wall to reduce dimensions, (c) further size reduction by adding shorting
pins, (d) additional slot to increase bandwidth in higher frequency range and fine tune the
resonance frequencies.
used. Concerning via spacing, the SIW guidelines are taken into account: s ≤ 2d
and d/λ f ,max ≤ 0.1 [19]. They are put in place with a hand press, which enables
a more precise placement of the vias than in [18].
The antenna is resonance based; two resonating modes are excited in the cav-
ity which radiate into space through the open side wall and - to a lesser extent -
through the slots. The E-field distribution at the two center frequencies (2.4 GHz
and 5.8 GHz) is shown in Fig.3.2. Fig. 3.2. also helps clarify the antenna’s polar-
ization at the different frequencies of operation. At both center frequencies there
is a contribution to the far field E-field which originates from the open wall of the
cavity between the two slots. At 2.45 GHz the other main contributor is the ra-
diation from the largest slot. The combination of these two components leads to
an E-field which is polarized along θ = 135◦. For the higher frequency band both
slots radiate, but the magnitude of radiation from the smaller slot is much larger
than that of the longer slot, causing radiation from the small slot to be the second
the dominant contributor, besides the radiation from the open wall. This leads to
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Figure 3.2: E-field distribution in the HMSIW cavity at (a) 2.4 5GHz and (b) 5.8 GHz.
linear polarization along θ = 45◦ at 5.8 GHz.
Therefore, the first step in the design process consists of determining the dimen-
sions of the cavity to fix the frequency of the resonant modes. The starting point
is a half open diamond cavity with two slots in the top plane, such as shown in
Fig. 3.3, with the diagonal length of the cavity, Ldiag , equal to half a wavelength
and the length of the large slot, L1, to a quarter wavelength at the lowest desired
resonance frequency, with the slot positioned at the broadest point of the cavity.
The short slot length also corresponds to a quarter wavelength, but at the center
frequency of the higher ISM band. It is positioned below the long slot, at a dis-
tance Y1 − Y2 = flow/ fhigh.λlow/2pεr . This rule-of-thumb is based on a large set
of numerical simulations and parameter sweeps.
A coaxial feed, placed near the cavity wall, between the two slots, is used with the
outer conductor connected to the bottom plane and the inner connector to the top
plane, creating a loop to inject energy into the cavity by coupling to the magnetic
fields of the resonating modes. The position of the feed, defined by X f and Yf , is
important to achieve good matching. The probe feed should be close enough to
the diagonal via side wall, to achieve good coupling to the magnetic field of the
modes, and should not be too close to the maxima of the E fields of the modes to
be excited.
A smaller antenna size can be achieved by reducing dex t , but the increased com-
pactness comes at the price of decreased on body antenna efficiency. The reduction
of dex t results in larger back radiation and, hence, decreased radiation efficiency
when the antenna is worn by a person. Therefore, it is important to choose a value
for dext that yields an optimal balance between on-body radiation efficiency and
compactness.
Parameters that change the shape of the cavity confining the resonant modes -
such as Ltop, position and length of the slots, as well as Wcav - have a distinct
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Figure 3.3: Layout of the proposed HMSIW dual band textile antenna.
influence on the frequency response and are important in fine tuning the antenna
performance.
Ltop can be used to tune the higher resonance frequency independently from the
lower resonance frequency. Decreasing Ltop reduces the cavity size relevant to the
second mode (see Fig. 3.2(b)), thereby increasing the related resonance frequency.
The offset of the slots along the y-axis also changes the structure’s dimensions and
hence the possible mode profiles. Decreasing the values of Y1 and Y2 equally will
shift the resonance frequencies upward, because the resonating modes will be con-
fined in a smaller section of the triangular cavity. Moving both slots simultaneously
is useful when it is necessary to tune the frequency response of the design in both
bands at the same time. It is important to keep in mind that for this simultaneous
tuning, the position of the feed should be kept constant relative to the positions of
both slots.
Similar to the offset of the slots, the slots’ lengths also define the area confining the
modes. An increase in length leads to a downward shift in resonance frequency.
A larger cavity width, Wcav , results in a downward shift for both modes due to the
larger cavity size. Similar to the slots’ offset, the distance to the via sidewall of the
feed should remain constant when sweeping this parameter.
By tuning these parameters, an antenna geometry was obtained with two resonat-
ing modes, close to the desired frequency bands. Further optimization of the di-
mensions, to fulfill the specifications, is performed with the full-wave 3D electro-
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Figure 3.4: Photograph of the fabricated textile dual-band HMSIW on body Antenna.
Table 3.1: Proposed HMSIW Dual-Band Textile Antenna Dimensions
Parameter Value Parameter Value
Wcav 50.0 mm d 4 mm
L1 28.0 mm s 8 mm
W1 4.9 mm X f 20.0 mm
L2 9.4 mm Yf 29.8 mm
W2 1.5 mm Ltop 12.3 mm
Y1 45.7 mm Lbot tom 41.4 mm
Y2 27.5 mm Ldiag 64.6 mm
dex t 14.6 mm
magnetic simulation tool CST Microwave Studio R©. Details about the final design’s
geometry are presented in Table 3.1 and Fig. 3.3. A photograph of the final fabri-
cated antenna is shown in Fig. 3.4. The HMSIW antenna has a total surface area
of 2 080 mm2 which is 85.5% smaller than the design presented by [10].
3.3 Measurement Results
A half diamond HMSIW antenna prototype was fabricated from textile materials
and tested under free space conditions to validate the design and its performance.
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Figure 3.5: Simulated and measured free space reflection coefficient.
The results are discussed in section 3.3.1
Since the human body is a very specific environment for an antenna, the antenna’s
behavior can vary significantly from that in free space. If the antenna is not de-
signed carefully the body environment can significantly reduce its performance:
impedance matching deterioration, frequency detuning and tremendous radiation
performance degradation. In section 3.3.2, measurements and experiments are
presented to verify the performance when bending the antenna and placing it in
proximity of the human body.
3.3.1 Figure of merrit in free space
The network parameters and radiation performance of the proposed design in free
space are measured using an Agilent N5242A PNA-X Microwave Network Analyzer,
with the antenna placed in an anechoic chamber. The reflection coefficients of the
simulated and measured antenna are plotted in Fig. 3.5. Good agreement between
the simulated and measured values is observed and the antenna completely covers
the 2.4 GHz ISM band (2.4 GHz - 2.4835 GHz) and 5.8 GHz ISM band (5.725 GHz -
5.875 GHz), with a measured fractional bandwidth of 4.9% and 5.1%, respectively.
The radiation pattern and radiation efficiencies at the center frequency of the two
frequency bands were validated by 3D measurements in the anechoic chamber. The
measured and simulated free space gains in the E-plane (θ = 135◦ at 2.45 GHz
and θ = 45◦ at 5.8 GHz) and H-plane (θ = 45◦ at 2.45 GHz and θ = 135◦ at
5.8 GHz) are shown at 2.45 GHz in Fig 3.6(a) and at 5.8 GHz in Fig. 3.6(b).
Again, there is good agreement between the measured and the simulated radiation
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.6: Simulated (full line) and measured (dashed line) free space total gain in the E
plane (no markers) and H-plane (dot markers) at (a) 2.4 GHz (cut along θ = 135◦) and (b)
5.8 GHz (cut along θ = 45◦).
patterns. At 2.45 GHz, the maximum simulated and measured gains are 4.2 dBi
and 4.1 dBi, respectively, and at 5.8 GHz the maximum simulated and measured
values are 5.5 dBi and 5.8 dBi. The measured radiation efficiency at 2.45 GHz
amounts to 72.8% and 85.6% at 5.8 GHz, which proves that the structure operates
as an efficient antenna at these frequencies
The co- and cross-polarization for the E- and H-plane at both 2.45 GHz and 5.8 GHz
are shown in Fig. 3.7. At 2.45 GHz, the antenna is strictly linearly polarized along
the axis θ = 135◦. The cross-polarization for the E plane remains lower than -
10 dBi for all angles. At 5.8 GHz, the antenna is linearly polarized in broadside
direction, but for large elevation angles there is a significant cross-polarized com-
ponent.
3.3.2 On-body performance
Fig. 3.8 shows the measured reflection coefficient of the antenna placed on the
body, with a 1 mm thick textile layer in between body and antenna, compared to
the free space situation. Very stable on-body performance is observed: the match-
ing around 2.45 GHz remains unchanged and, in the 5.8 GHz band, the bandwidth
is slightly reduced, but the reflection coefficient remains well below -10 dB in the
entire band.
The influence of bending was verified by wrapping the antenna prototype around
two polyvinyl chloride (PVC) cylinders with different radii: 40 mm and 75 mm.
These two configurations mimic bending of the wearable antenna when deployed
on a very thin arm or leg, respectively. As depicted in Fig. 3.9(b), three bending
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Figure 3.7: Simulated (full line) and measured (dashed line) free space co- (no marker) and
cross-polarization (simulation: +-marker, measurement: x-marker) for the E- and H-plane
at 2.45 GHz and 5.8 GHz.
directions are considered: along the x-axis, along the y-axis and along the diagonal
axis (θ = 45◦ in Fig. 3.3). The measured reflection coefficients, for the smallest
bending radius of 40 mm, are displayed in Fig. 3.9. In the lower frequency band,
the impedance matching criterion of |S11|< −10 dB remains satisfied when bend-
ing along the y-axis and the θ = 45◦ diagonal. When bending along the x-axis, the
matching requirement is not met at 2.4 GHz, with a maximum reflection coefficient
under these extreme bending conditions of -9.1 dB. Yet, this value still ensures good
antenna operation. Also in the higher frequency band, the complete 5.8 GHz ISM
band remains covered under all but one of the tested conditions. For the extreme
bending radius of 40 mm along the θ = 45◦ diagonal, the matching criterion is not
met at the 5.875 GHz limit, with a maximum |S11| value of -9.3 dB. The measure-
ments with the antenna bent around the cylinder with the larger radius 75 mm
show no violations of the matching criteria in both ISM bands. Therefore, it is
concluded that the antenna performance remains robust under bending as only
very small out-of-band detuning occurs under the small bending radii tested.
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Figure 3.8: Measured on-body reflection coefficient versus free space measurement.
On-body radiation performance is verified by placing the antenna on the chest of
a human test subject, with a 1 mm layer of textile in between, and measuring the
radiation pattern in the anechoic room. The design is placed on the stomach of
the test subject with a body mass index of 21.5. Due to the limitations of the mea-
surement setup - it is not possible to perform a 3D measurement with a person -
the antenna was reoriented to be able to measure the field pattern in the E- and H
planes. Fig. 3.10 shows the measured radiation pattern in the E- and H plane for
both center frequencies when the antenna is placed on the human body. A max-
imum measured on-body gain of 4.4 dBi is obtained at 2.45 GHz and 5.7 dBi at
5.8 GHz. The pattern in the E- and H-planes at 2.45 GHz and 5.8 GHz is slightly
deformed when the antenna is placed on the body, but the shape and absolute
values of the measured gain still closely resemble the measured free space perfor-
mance. When deploying the antenna on the human body, the simulated radiation
efficiency amounts to 61% at 2.45 GHz and 69% at 5.8 GHz. It can be concluded
that the proposed antenna is well-suited for on-body use. By increasing the exten-
sion of the ground plane, dext, the isolation between the body and the antenna
improves. This will reduce unwanted body-related performance changes, such as
the larger radiation pattern deformation at 5.8 GHz, caused by the body acting as a
better reflector at higher frequencies, and the higher losses at 2.45 GHz, resulting
from the deeper penetration of the EM-field into the human tissue.
To determine the absorbed radiation by the human tissue, the Specific Absorption
Rate (SAR) values are calculated using CST Microwave Studio and the three layer
human body model [28] where the antenna is placed at 2 mm distance from the
human tissue. The calculated maximum SAR values for 500 mW input power at
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Figure 3.9: Measured reflection coefficient during bending considering the (a) 2.4 GHz ISM
band and (b) 5.8 GHz ISM band. The antenna is bent along the x-axis (dashed line), the
θ = 45◦ diagonal (dotted line) and the y-axis (dash-dotted line) for radius: 40 mm. (c) The
bending measurement setup.
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Figure 3.10: Measured free-space gain (dashed line) and on-body gain (full line) in the E
plane (no marker) and H-plane (dot marker) at (a) 2.45 GHz and (b) 5.8 GHz. .
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2.45 GHz and 5.8 GHz are 0.55 W/kg and 0.90 W/kg averaged over 1 g of tis-
sue. These values are well below the maximal limit of 1.6 W/kg averaged over
1 g of tissue, a result which could be expected, as the good agreement between
measured free-space and on-body radiation pattern and the stable reflection coef-
ficient already indicated that most of the radiation is directed away from the body
thanks to the use of a ground plane and vias.
3.4 Conclusions
A dual-band wearable antenna based on a novel half diamond shaped HMSIW
topology, fabricated using textile materials and brass eyelets, was proposed. The
design was specifically conceived to exhibit robust behavior when worn by a per-
son, by relying on a combination of a ground plane and SIW technology to create
a half-open cavity.
The antenna was thoroughly tested in free-space and on body scenarios in an ane-
choic chamber. Very good agreement between simulations and measurements in
terms of impedance matching and radiation performance in free space is observed.
Both the 2.4 GHz and 5.8 GHz ISM bands are covered, with a measured bandwidth
of 4.9% and 5.1%, maximal measured gains of 4.1 dBi and 5.8 dBi, and measured
radiation efficiency of 72.8% and 85.6%, respectively.
To validate the design as a suitable on-body antenna, measurements were con-
ducted when the antenna was bent along different axes and when placed on the
human body. The impedance matching proved to be very stable even when bent
around a cylinder with a very small radius of 40 mm. Very low frequency detuning
and stable radiation patterns are seen when the antenna was placed on-body, with
a measured maximal gain of 4.4 dBi and 5.7 dBi, at 2.45 GHz and 5.8 GHz, re-
spectively. Finally the SAR values were calculated for both frequency bands. The
maximal SAR values of 0.55 W/kg and 0.90 W/kg for 500 mW input power in the
2.4 GHz and 5.8 GHz band are well below the limit of 1.6 W/kg averaged over 1 g
of tissue.
These simulations and measurements demonstrated that the antenna provides ex-
cellent on-body performance. This in addition to its low-weight, compact dimen-
sions and dual-band operation, makes the antenna very well suited for body-worn
applications: for example, as a component in systems for wearable biosensors and
medical monitoring, or systems aimed at assisting rescue and security personnel.
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Wearable, Small, and Robust:
the Circular Quarter-Mode
Textile Antenna
Sam Agneessens, Sam Lemey, Thomas Vervust, and Hendrik Rogier.
Based on the article published in IEEE Antennas and Wireless Propagation Letters.
ÆÆÆ
A miniaturized wearable antenna, entirely implemented in textile materials, is
proposed that relies on a Quarter-Mode Substrate Integrated Waveguide topol-
ogy. The design combines compact dimensions with high Body-Antenna Iso-
lation, making it excellently suited for off-body communication in wearable
electronics/smart textile applications. The fabricated antenna achieves stable
on-body performance in the entire 2.4 GHz ISM band. A measured on-body
impedance matching bandwidth of 5.1 % is obtained, versus 4.8 % in free
space. The antenna gain equals 3.8 dBi in the on-body and 4.2 dBi for the free
space scenario. High radiation efficiency, measured to be 81 % in free space,
is combined with a low calculated Specific Absorption Rate of 0.45 mW/g, av-
eraged over 1 g of tissue, with 500 mW input power.
4.1 Introduction: smart textiles and wearable
antennas
Reduction of society’s medical cost by remote telemetry, safer, more efficient and
faster rescue operations, and real life monitoring of athletic performance parame-
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ters are just a few applications that illustrate the potential of smart wearable sys-
tems [1]. As a result, the area attracts enormous attention from industry, research,
and design groups. The no less than stellar rise of smart phone use in everyday life
has demonstrated that people are willing to embrace new technology if it combines
ease of use, helpful functionality, and attention to design and aesthetics.
This is why textile antenna designers should pay sufficient attention to smooth
and comfortable integration of electronics into garments. Additionally, smart tex-
tiles are, in essence, portable wireless systems powered by batteries with limited
lifetime and require a highly efficient antenna to achieve optimal performance, in
terms of battery lifetime, wireless range, etc. The design of a wearable antenna
for on-body application should take these two conflicting requirements (smooth
integration/small dimensions and top performance) into account from the early
stages of the design process.
For flexible textile antennas the designer must anticipate mechanical influences
(bending, crumpling, and compression), unwanted absorption of radiation by the
body (reduced antenna efficiency, potential health threats when Specific Absorp-
tion Rate (SAR) limits are violated), frequency detuning, etc. High body-antenna
Isolation is needed to avoid these problems and a dedicated antenna design is in-
dispensable to achieve the wearable systems’ full potential. Many textile antenna
designs have been reported in literature. They are divided into two groups based
on their application: on-body [2], [3], vs. off-body communication. The former
group focuses on data transmission along the body between user-worn nodes. The
latter type transmits from a body worn device to an off-body device. Most off-body
communication antennas rely on microstrip or coplanar waveguide (CPW) topolo-
gies: basic patch antennas [4], CPW patches over an Electromagnetic Bandgap
(EBG) substrate [5], UWB designs [6], among others. These designs use a ground
plane or EBG substrate, with dimensions significantly larger than the antenna it-
self to shield the radiating element from the human body and achieve good body-
antenna isolation.
Recently, antennas based on Substrate Integrate Waveguides (SIW) have been im-
plemented in textile materials. These cavity-backed designs rely on metalized eye-
lets [7] or embroidered conductive thread [8] to realize the vertical walls of vias
defining the cavity. They are excellent components for wearable applications and
offer the designer a lot of flexibility, such as wideband [9] or multiband [10] opera-
tion. Also of interest are their miniaturization possibilities, by exploiting symmetry
of the field distributions of the resonant modes. A half-mode SIW (HMSIW) textile
antenna was already proposed [10]. On rigid substrates, the mode symmetry of
a square rectangular resonator has recently been used to achieve quarter mode
operation [11].
In this letter, advantage is taken of the mode symmetries in a circular waveguide
resonator to achieve a very robust on-body antenna with small dimensions. The
antenna exhibits a circular Quarter-Mode SIW (QMSIW) topology with additional
slots to further reduce the size, in the meanwhile improving its integration into
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garments.
4.2 Wearable Antenna Design Methodology
4.2.1 Design goals and considerations
The proposed miniaturized wearable antenna is designed specifically for off-body
communication, aiming at excellent, robust on-body performance by high body-
antenna isolation. As operating band, the 2.4 GHz ISM band is selected, since this
frequency range is used by popular radio protocols, such as Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, and
ZigBee, making the design suitable for a plethora of applications. The compactness
and its fabrication based on materials, commonly found in garments (which may be
specific to the target application), and on electro textiles, realizing the conductive
planes, contribute to the wearability of the design.
The antenna specifications in terms of EM performance are strongly influenced by
the on-body environment. Robust operation is vital. A reflection coefficient, Γ ,
lower than -10 dB and an efficiency of more than 60 %, which implies that the link
budget would decrease by less than 2 dB due to antenna losses, are imposed in
the entire ISM band. As the distance between body and antenna cannot be fixed
with absolute certainty, these specs should be satisfied both for deployment in free
space and on the human body. The SAR value should also remain below the limit
of 1.6 mW/g averaged over 1 g of tissue, given the IEEE C95.1 standard.
4.2.2 Design evolution: miniaturization of the wearable
antenna topology
To meet these performance requirements, an antenna topology based on SIW tech-
nology implemented in textile materials is adopted. SIW designs combine easy fab-
rication of planar microwave components with the performance of conventional
bulky waveguides. Rows of conducting vias are used to connect two conducting
sides of a substrate, effectively forming a waveguide. This approach results in good
isolation between antenna and body. Furthermore, the symmetry of mode distri-
butions can be used to reduce the dimensions while maintaining the performance.
This technique is used twice to achieve excellent on-body performance and small
dimensions.
The design evolution consists of three simple steps shown in Fig. 4.1. A circular
resonating cavity, operating at its dominant TE mode, T E111, is the start point.
The dimensions are determined by the well-known analytical formulas for circu-
lar waveguides and adjusted based on the SIW equivalent waveguide width [12],
taking into account via spacing guidelines for SIW to minimize radiation leakage.
In a first step, the symmetry of the magnetic field is exploited to reduce the dimen-
sions of the cavity. A virtual magnetic wall A can be drawn along the horizontal
symmetry plane of the cavity. Cutting away the cavity below the line, while keeping
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Figure 4.1: Design evolution: the symmetry of the first resonant mode is exploited in the
first two steps, in addition to current displacing slots added in the final step, to significantly
reduce the dimensions while maintaining high body-antenna isolation. Inset: Photograph
of fabricated antenna. Dimensions of final design (in mm): cavrad = 34.9, slot l = 8,
slotw = 1, sloto f f set = 12.9, f eedrad = 17.4, gndex t = 25, d = 4, s = 8.
a ground plane extension of length gndex t , results in a semi-circular cavity resonat-
ing in half-mode operation. Another symmetry plane can be drawn along virtual
magnetic wall B. Applying the same procedure, the dimensions of the antenna can
be reduced again by almost half.
Now, the cavity operates at quarter-mode and radiation leakage through the open
side wall results in efficient antenna operation. The antenna radiates in a hemi-
sphere with direction of largest gain in the z-direction. This minimizes radiation
towards the body (the -z direction), leading to high body-antenna isolation and,
hence, robust on-body performance. In a final step, two slots are added to lengthen
the current path on the top patch, which reduces the size even more.
The structure is fed by a coaxial probe placed on the φ = 45◦ axis. The current
loop, formed by the probe and the metalized eyelets, effectively couples to the
magnetic field of the resonant cavity mode. Fig. 4.2 shows the distribution of the
electric and magnetic field at 2.45GHz in the antenna cavity. The symmetrical
geometry of the antenna w.r.t.φ = 45◦, and the equal contributions of the leaking
cavity walls and slots on each side result in a linearly polarized antenna with its co-
polarization and cross-polarization axis along φ = 45◦ and φ = 135◦, respectively.
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Figure 4.2: (a) E-field and (b) H-field distribution in the QMSIW antenna at 2.45GHz.
4.2.3 Design parameters and optimization
This 3-step miniaturization process leads to an elegant small-size antenna with
straightforward design parameters.
The substrate height subh influences the radiation leakage from the cavity and the
impedance bandwidth (BW). A larger height results in wider BW, higher radia-
tion efficiency, and reduced resonance frequency, but at the cost of a more bulky
antenna. The substrate’s dielectric properties (εr and tanδ) influence the perfor-
mance identical to regular patch antennas. cavrad is the most important parame-
ter in determining the operating frequency with an inverse relation between cavity
radius and resonant frequency. The slots are identical in offset and size and their
main function is antenna miniaturization. Increasing their dimension reduces the
operating frequency and BW simultaneously. Slot offset is useful for fine-tuning
the frequency. The final slot length of 8 mm reduces the resonance frequency
by 112 MHz while still meeting the BW requirements. The position of the feed,
f eedrad , is important for matching. Optimal feed position depends on the desired
input impedance and is ideally placed near the cavity wall.
The size of the ground plane is an important design parameter w.r.t the on-body
performance. A large ground plane leads to large antenna dimensions, whereas a
too small ground plane results in poor on-body performance: impedance matching
deteriorates, the resonance frequency shifts, efficiency drops drastically, and body
absorption (SAR level) increases.
To determine the optimal size, the influence of gndex t on the on-body performance
is investigated by sweeping the parameter for an antenna in the vicinity of a human
body (distance 2mm). The radiation pattern and impedance matching for each
swept value are evaluated. Smaller values of gndex t show limited, but clearly no-
ticeable, influence on the impedance matching. A stable characteristic is achieved
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when the gndex t becomes larger than 0.15λ. The effect on the radiation pattern
and efficiency is more significant. Absence of a ground plane (gndex t = 0mm)
leads to a strongly deteriorated gain pattern and low on-body radiation efficiency
(38 %). Increasing the size of the ground plane immediately results in signifi-
cantly better performance. Once the ground plane is large enough (> 0.15λ) the
radiation efficiency remains stable. The presence of the body still deforms the ra-
diation pattern slightly. By increasing gndex t the gain pattern will more closely
resemble the free space one, as a consequence of the increased body-antenna iso-
lation. Since an identical on-body and free space radiation pattern is not a design
requirement for our wearable antenna, a gndex t value is adopted that provides an
excellent trade-off between sufficient body-antenna isolation and size.
The relation between via spacing, s, and diameter, d, is assumed to be fixed to
s = 2d. If d is reduced, the equivalent waveguide width will also decrease, leading
to an overall smaller antenna. Optimization of the antenna is carried out with
the CST Microwave Studio EM field simulator. Its final layout and dimensions are
shown in the caption of Fig. 4.1.
4.2.4 Textile antenna fabrication
Since the aim is for comfortable and unobtrusive integration into garments, the
antenna is fabricated with off-the-shelf (electro)textile materials and standard ap-
parel manufacturing techniques. The conductive planes on both sides of the sub-
strate are realized with a conductive e-textile copper-plated polyester taffeta fabric
with thickness 80µm and surface resistivity 0.18Ω/sq at 2.45GHz. These sheets
are patterned by laser cutting with a picosecond pulsed laser with a spot size of
20µm, resulting in very accurate fabrication dimensions. A thermally activated
adhesive sheet is applied to attach these e-textiles to the antenna substrate, which
is a flexible closed-cell expanded rubber protective foam, commonly found in fire-
fighter gear, (thickness h = 3.7mm, εr = 1.495, tanδ = 0.016). To implement the
metalized vias connecting both ground planes, brass eyelets are punched through
this assembly by means of a hand press.
4.3 Wearable Antenna Design Validation
To validate the design, the simulation results are compared with measurements
performed in an anechoic room. For antenna deployed on a human body, the
design is positioned centered on the chest of a person, wearing a shirt, with a body
mass index (BMI) of 26.8.
In Fig. 4.3, the simulated and measured reflection coefficient, w.r.t. 50Ω, are
shown, evaluated both in free space and after deployment on the body. Free space
simulation and measurement agree very well. The antenna’s measured fractional
bandwidth w.r.t−10dB is 4.8% (117MHz), which is close to the simulated value of
4.4% (107MHz). As for the on-body measurement, a stable resonance frequency,
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Figure 4.3: Reflection coefficient w.r.t. 50Ω: simulated (full line, blue), measured (dot-
dashed line, red), and on-body measured (dotted line, green). There is good matching in
the complete 2.4GHz ISM band, both in free space and on-body.
without frequency shift, and stable shape of the reflection curve are observed.
Hence, the input impedance of the proposed antenna remains stable in proxim-
ity of the human body. The bandwidth has slightly increased to 5.1% (128MHz),
due to additional losses caused by the presence of the human body.
Cross sections of the radiation pattern of the antenna in the E- and H-plane, at the
center frequency of 2.45 GHz, are shown in Figs. 4.4(a) and 4.4(b). The measured
and simulated free-space results agree very well, both in terms of performance and
pattern. A maximum simulated and measured gain of 4.4 dBi and 4.2 dBi, respec-
tively, is obtained and a simulated radiation efficiency of 76% versus a measured
value of 81%. The measured on-body gain in the H-plane (φ = 135◦) agrees very
well with the measured free space result, showing the expected symmetrical pat-
tern. For the E-plane (φ = 45◦), the measured free space and on-body gains are
also very comparable, except at low elevation angles, θ , between −90◦ and −45◦,
where the pattern is noticeably distorted. This is due to radiation absorbed by the
body. This effect can be reduced by increasing the ground extension. Maximum
on-body measured gain equals 3.8dBi. Both plots clearly show that radiation in
the negative z-direction (towards the body) is significantly attenuated by the body.
Radiation in this direction was already very small owing to the dedicated on body
design so only little power is lost by undesirable body absorption. Fig. 4.4 also
includes the measured cross-polarization patterns of the antenna in free space and
for the on-body scenario. In free space, the presence of the human body does not
significantly increase the cross-polarization levels and the antenna remains linearly
polarized in the on-body scenario.
The Specific Absorption Rate for the antenna placed at 2mm distance from the
human body was calculated. The model used is the three layer human body
model [13]. From these simulations, a 0.45mW/g averaged over 1g of tissue with
500mW input power is achieved. This value is well below the SAR limit. Simu-
lations relying on a human body model result in an estimated on-body radiation
efficiency of 60%, corresponding to a reduction of only 1dB in radiation efficiency
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Figure 4.4: Antenna radiation pattern in the (a) E-plane (φ = 45◦) and (b) H-plane φ =
135◦: : free space, simulated (full line, blue) and measured (dot dashed red line); on-body
measurement (dotted green line, x-marker); cross-polarization for free space (black, circle)
and on-body (magenta, diamond) scenario.
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due to the presence of the human body. This result compares very favorably to
other wearable antenna designs in recent literature.
4.4 Conclusions
A new dedicated wearable antenna topology gave rise to a highly integrable wear-
able design for off-body communication with excellent free space and on-body
performance. The design leverages substrate integrated waveguide technology
implemented on textiles with quarter-mode miniaturization techniques to achieve
compact dimensions, wearability, and high body-antenna isolation. Measurements
in free space and on-body scenarios validated the design’s potential for wearable
off-body communications.
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ÆÆÆ
A novel, low-cost, low-weight, wearable Doppler radar system composed of
textile materials and capable of detecting moving objects behind a barrier is
presented. The system operates at 2.35 GHz and is integrable into garments,
making it well-suited for usage in difficult to access terrain, such as disaster
areas or burning buildings. Wearability is maximized by relying on flexible,
low-weight and breathable materials to manufacture the key parts of the sys-
tem. The low-complexity Doppler radar system makes use of an array of four
textile transmit antennas to scan the surroundings. The beam emitted by this
array is right-hand circularly polarized along all scanning angles and provides
a measured gain of 9.2 dBi. At the receiving end, textile materials are used to
develop an active wearable receive antenna, with 15.7 dBi gain, 1.1 dB noise
figure, left-hand circular polarization and a 3 dB axial ratio beamwidth larger
than 50◦. Several measurement setups demonstrate that the on-body system is
capable of detecting multiple moving subjects in indoor environments, includ-
ing through-wall scenarios.
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5.1 Introduction
By integrating textile antennas into garments, low-weight, wearable, wireless sys-
tems can be created. These systems have the advantage that they are comfortable
to wear and do not limit the user’s ability to move. Such systems can be deployed
to gather environmental (air humidity, temperature) or biometric data (heart rate,
respiratory data), to provide information about the user’s location (GPS), to inform
the user about hazardous situations, etc.
An important field in which such systems can be deployed is security and res-
cue applications. The potential to detect and track human movers through walls
and closed doors is an interesting feature for security, surveillance and rescue sys-
tems [1]. Such an ability can be used to localize survivors after a natural disaster
or accidents (e.g. an earthquake, people in a burning building) or to provide in-
formation about the position and number of criminals or hostile forces in an urban
area.
For deployment during rescue operations, it is vital that the through-wall radar
system is low-weight, compact and comfortable to wear [2]. The user’s motions
should not be hindered and the extra effort of transporting the system should re-
main minimal. Therefore, the primary motivation for this paper was to design a
low-weight, wearable through-wall radar system. It makes use of textile materials
to manufacture a passive transmit array, scanning the surroundings, combined with
an active receive antenna. Textile materials make the system breathable, flexible
and well-suited for integration into garments.
Extensive research has been performed to develop through-wall radars and com-
prehensive documentation about the state-of-the-art can be found in the litera-
ture. Systems relying on Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) imaging focus on the
emulation of a larger aperture by moving a small antenna to enhance the system
resolution [3], [4]. Others are based on multipoint sensors or arrays and exploit
the different viewing angles of these antennas in order to compose the image [5].
These systems are often heavy, large and energy consuming, which requires them
to be vehicle mounted, making them unsuited for practical use in difficult to access
terrain, such as disaster areas or burning buildings [2]. Other systems that are de-
signed to be limited in size and weight [6], [7], still suffer from the problem that
they require the user to carry around an extra piece of equipment. This hinders
the person’s movement and leads to extra gear in situations where agility is key.
Adopting textile antennas in wireless systems is gaining importance. Several case
studies indicate that they are well-suited as mobile phone antennas, for space ap-
plications or in wireless communication links [8]–[10], as they offer good perfor-
mance, comparable to conventional antennas, combined with interesting proper-
ties such as low-weight, low-cost and high level of integrability into garments [11].
They can be deployed in a similar fashion as conventional antennas, allowing to
construct arrays [12], [13] or active antennas [14].
In this paper a novel low-weight, highly integrable, wearable radar system capable
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of detecting moving objects behind a barrier, such as a closed door, is designed,
manufactured and thoroughly tested. Thereto several important design choices
have been made, specifically:
• The scanning of the environment is performed by a right-hand circularly
polarized transmit array manufactured using materials commonly found in
firefighter garments.
• An active textile antenna is deployed at the receiver end of the system. This
active antenna is left-hand circularly polarized to minimize mutual coupling
between transmitter and receiver and to reduce the negative influence of
multipath. Furthermore, the integrated low-noise amplifier (LNA), increases
the system’s overall sensitivity.
• Beam scanning is implemented by means of power dividers, electronic phase
shifters and a microcontroller. The circuit composed by these elements may
be implemented on a flexible polyimid substrate, directly integrated behind
the transmit array or active antenna.
The paper is organized as follows. First, the global radar system is discussed in
Section 5.2. The principle of operation and design choices are explained, as well
as the layout of the beamforming circuit. Special attention is devoted to (i) the
possibilities of integrating this circuit behind the array in order to further increase
the system’s wearability and (ii) the time multiplexed measurement methodol-
ogy. Section 5.3 is dedicated to the design criteria and development of the textile
antennas: a right-hand circularly polarized transmit array and an active receive
antenna, based on [14], with the additional feature of being left-handed circularly
polarized. In Section 5.4, the simulation and measurement results are presented.
The performance of the textile antennas is validated and the radar system is thor-
oughly tested. The system is shown to be capable of detecting multiple targets
behind a closed door in a free-space and an off-body setup.
5.2 Radar system
Textile antennas have a large number of applications. Here, they are used as the
key component in the design of a low-cost, wearable, through-wall Doppler radar
system. The system leverages passive and active textile antennas, that are highly
integrable, making them very well-suited for a wearable radar system. To limit
the system’s power consumption and overall complexity, a simple Doppler archi-
tecture is deployed and data processing is kept to a minimum. Fig. 5.1 shows the
block diagram of the designed through-wall radar. The transmit side relies on a
phased array of four RHCP (Right-Hand Circularly Polarized) passive antennas to
electronically scan the surroundings. Steering of the beam is implemented by a
beamforming circuit composed of phase shifters (JSPHS-2484+), a power divider
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Figure 5.1: Block diagram of the wearable radar system.
(BP4U+), all from Mini-Circuits, and a microcontroller. At the receiving end, an
LHCP (Left-Hand Circularly Polarized) active antenna is used to detect the reflected
signal. This signal is demodulated by a mixer (ADE-35+ from Mini-Circuits) and
low-pass (LP) filter in order to extract the Doppler shift, which is then processed by
a portable computer. The chosen polarizations eliminate the direct path between
the transmit and receive antennas, reject second-order reflections and minimize
the influence of multipath. The system transmits a continuous wave signal at a
frequency of 2.35 GHz, avoiding interference from the 2.45 GHz ISM band, pro-
viding good wall penetration [15], [16] and keeping losses in the textile materials
acceptable.
The beamforming circuit is composed of the above described, small, low-weight
SMT-components and, in this proof-of-principle design, it is realized on a rigid FR4
substrate. The choice for an FR4 substrate allows for easy measurement and test-
ing during the development phase. Obviously, overall flexibility and wearability
of the system can easily be further improved by implementing the small-footprint
circuits together with the passive interconnects on a flexible substrate. Polyimid
is very well-suited for this goal, since it is a thin, low-weight, flexible substrate
material that can be glued on top of a fabric layer, placed behind the ground plane
of the transmit array or receive antenna. Integration of the beamforming circuit
underneath the ground plane keeps the overall surface of the system small, lim-
its the length of the interconnects — and related losses — and reduces parasitic
coupling by shielding the circuit from electromagnetic radiation. This method of
realizing an electronic circuit onto a hybrid polyimid-textile substrate underneath
an antenna is adopted later in this paper (Section 5.3.2) to manufacture the active
receive antenna.
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Detection of moving targets is performed by adopting a time multiplexing ap-
proach. The surroundings are scanned by the transmit array at a discrete number
of directions. This scanning occurs at high speed, i.e. the period of a single sweep
is small compared to the period of the received Doppler signal. During each sweep,
the Doppler signal is sampled, each sample corresponding to a discrete transmit
angle. By combining the samples of the subsequent scans for each of the direc-
tions, waveforms are formed. Each waveform corresponds to the received signal
from a single direction and it is as if all the different directions are scanned “simul-
taneously”. The sweep frequency and number of discrete sampling angles limit
the maximal detectable Doppler shift. For detection of walking humans, this up-
per frequency does not cause problems, since the Doppler shift remains sufficiently
low.
5.3 Antenna design
A wearable radar system requires antennas that are constructed using light-weight,
breathable and flexible materials. The materials proposed below are commonly
found in firefighter garments, which makes them very well-suited for the intended
application. Both receive and transmit antennas are based on a rectangular ring
topology with a coaxial feed [17]. This results in antennas that are easy to con-
struct and allows obtaining circular polarization by means of a single feedpoint.
Circularly polarized antennas have a number of very useful properties for the de-
sign of a radar system, such as increased isolation between receiver and transmitter
and easy rejection of unwanted reflections, which makes the system less sensitive
to the negative influence of multipath.
5.3.1 Transmit array
The textile antenna array consists of identical rectangular ring patch antennas.
The conducting patch and ground plane of the antenna elements are fabricated
by means of Flectron R©, a copper-plated nylon fabric, with a surface resistivity
of Rs = 0.176Ω/sq at 2.35 GHz. A polyurethane protective foam manufactured
by Brunet Lion for use in firefighter suits, called Azzurri, is applied as substrate
material. It has a thickness of 3.55 mm, permittivity εr = 1.19 and loss tangent
tanδ = 0.003. These antennas need to be circularly polarized and matched to the
50 Ω signal source, so it is required that their individual axial ratio and reflection
coefficient remain below 3 dB and −10 dB, respectively.
The array itself is a phased array, this allows for simple and power-efficient beam-
forming. This transmit array must provide sufficient gain and an almost constant
beam width for the different scanning angles. In order to fix the number of array
elements, a trade-off was made between high directivity and low side lobes on the
one hand and available space and low mutual coupling between elements on the
other hand. An isolation between the elements of 20 dB is enforced. The last de-
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Figure 5.2: Geometry of the passive transmit array.
Table 5.1: Dimensions of the individual transmit array elements and active receive antenna
element
array element active antenna
W 51.8 mm 49.5 mm
L 55.4 mm 51 mm
w 8.8 mm 17.5 mm
l 7.5 mm 7 mm
x ′f 7.4 mm 8 mm
y ′f 10.1 mm -5 mm
t 1.25 mm 0.85 mm
sign criterion for the array is a constant RHCP polarization while scanning. This
requires that the emitted radiation remains RHCP in the direction of maximal gain
of the steered beam.
Based on these criteria, a four-element uniform linear array was designed, whose
geometry and dimensions are presented in Fig. 5.2 and Table 5.1. Spacing between
the elements is 8.5 cm, providing an array with an aperture of 33 cm allowing it
to be fitted onto a human wearer’s chest Fig. 5.11.
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Figure 5.3: Geometry of the active receive antenna.
5.3.2 Active receive antenna
The active receive antenna consists of a rectangular ring patch connected directly,
without matching networks, to an LNA underneath its ground plane. This design
approach avoids losses in components pertaining to the matching network and
keeps interconnect losses low, as these degrade overall system noise performance,
and hence radar sensitivity. The radar system requires the LNA to have good noise
performance, while maintaining sufficient gain. The active receive antenna as a
whole should be LHCP to increase isolation between transmitter and receiver and
to minimize the negative influence of second order reflections and multipath on the
system’s performance. To achieve this, following design strategy is adopted: first,
a suitable LNA design is selected, providing good noise performance and sufficient
amplifier gain. In the next step, the antenna parameters are adapted to realize
LHCP and the impedance required by the LNA for optimal noise performance.
For the LNA an ATF-54143 +e-PHEMT from Avago technologies is applied as the
active element in a grounded source topology [18]. The LNA substrate is multilay-
ered. The copper footprint is etched onto a 25µm polyimid film that is glued on top
of an Aramid layer (εr = 1.686, tanδ = 0.015) of 400µm. This design provides a
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stable LNA with sufficient gain and linearity as well as a low noise figure.
Similar to the passive transmit array, the antenna substrate is polyurethane foam
and the ground plane and patch are again manufactured relying on Flectron R©.
Antenna and LNA share this common ground plane through which both are con-
nected by a feed line. The geometry of this active antenna is displayed in Fig. 5.3
and Table 5.1 presents the antenna dimensions.
The design criteria for this receive antenna need to be met in a band around the
frequency of the transmitted wave. The width of this band depends on the Doppler
shift produced by a moving object (or person in this case). If the maximal velocity
is assumed to be 6 m/s [19], this Doppler shift remains well below 1 kHz and the
design criteria — good noise performance, ample gain and LHCP — only need to
be met in a very small band around the central frequency of 2.35 GHz.
5.4 Simulations and measurements
5.4.1 Transmit array
First, the transmit array is characterized in terms of its scattering parameters. Fig.
5.4 shows the simulated and measured reflection coefficient for an antenna ele-
ment at the edge of the array and the isolation to its direct neighbor. At 2.35 GHz,
the reflection coefficient |S11| of the displayed antenna is smaller than −10 dB,
indicating that the antenna elements are matched to the 50 Ω signal source. The
measured mutual coupling |S21| between the elements is lower than −20 dB, con-
firming that the isolation between these two elements is sufficiently high. The
simulated and measured results for the other array elements are similar to the
results shown in Fig. 5.4.
The array radiation pattern is another important parameter of the system, as vari-
ation in the gain pattern’s main lobe, deformation of the beam and size of the
sidelobes have a large influence on its performance (e.g. the maximal obtainable
scanning resolution). Fig. 5.5 presents the simulated and measured gain pattern
when the main lobe of the beam is steered along 0◦ in the azimuth plane, i.e. the
XY-plane (Fig. 5.2). The patterns show a large degree of resemblance, but the mea-
sured gain value of 9.2 dBi is smaller than the simulated gain of 13.8 dBi. This is
due to the fact that the simulation does not take the losses in the steering circuit
and the insertion loss of the phase shifters, which were measured to add up to
3.9 dBi for a 0◦ steering angle, into account. The measured 3 dB half beamwidth
is 9◦ and remains constant along all considered steering angles.
The phase shifters limit the maximal angle along which the beam can be steered,
without large deformation in shape. The steering angle of the beam ranges from
-15◦ to +15◦ and Fig. 5.6 shows the measured gain pattern for the steering angles
-10◦, 0◦ and 15◦. The highest measured sidelobe gain is about 2 dBi when the
beam is steered along an angle of ±15◦, resulting in a sidelobe suppression of
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Figure 5.4: Simulated (dotted line) and measured (full line) reflection coefficient of a single
element and mutual coupling between two neighboring array elements.
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Figure 5.5: Simulated (full line) and measured (dotted line) gain pattern in the azimuth
plane, i.e. the XY-plane (Fig. 5.2), for an array with main lobe steered along 0◦.
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Figure 5.6: Radiation pattern in the azimuth plane with direction of maximal gain at -10◦,
0◦ and 15◦.
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Figure 5.7: Axial ratio for radiation patterns in the azimuth plane with direction of maximal
gain at -10◦, 0◦ and 15◦.
7 dB, which is important in avoiding ‘ghost echos’. The detection range can be
further augmented by cascading the used phase shifters. Simulations indicate that
the deformation of the beam at a maximal steering angle of ±30◦ remains low and
a sidelobe suppression larger than 8.5 dB, so the scanning range may be increased
to cover −30◦ to +30◦ without system performance loss.
Another important feature of the system is the polarization of the beam. Fig. 5.7
visualizes the measured axial ratio for different steering angles. It can be seen that
the array remains RHCP along all these angles.
5.4.2 Active receive antenna
The active receive antenna is designed to have an impedance matched to the sim-
ulated optimal noise impedance of the LNA, i.e. (35.7− j15.7)Ω, to maximize the
noise performance. This antenna without LNA has a measured gain, Gp, in the
main direction of 7.3 dBi. The simulated and measured gain pattern, Gtot and
axial ratio of the active receive antenna are shown in Fig. 5.8. The maximal sim-
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Figure 5.8: Simulated (full line) and measured (dotted line) total gain and axial ratio for
the active receive antenna.
ulated and measured gain is 18.6 dBi and 15.7 dBi respectively. The measured
3 dB beamwidth in terms of gain exceeds 60◦ and the 3 dB axial ratio beamwidth
in terms of circular polarization is larger than 50◦. The discrepancies in gain and
axial ratio between measurements and simulations evolve from the manual man-
ufacturing process and misalignments during the measurements.
The LNA is unconditionally stable and, when attached to the receive antenna, ex-
hibits a simulated transducer gain of 11.3 dB and a noise figure of 0.9 dB at the
operating frequency of 2.35 GHz when attached to the receive antenna. The actual
transducer gain, Gt of the LNA cannot be measured directly, due to the integration
into the active antenna, but it can be deducted from following relation:
Gtot(θ ,φ) = Gp(θ ,φ)GT (5.1)
where Gtot(θ ,φ) is the measured gain of the active antenna and Gp(θ ,φ) is the
measured gain of a passive antenna with identical dimensions. This leads to Gt =
8.1 dB. With the knowledge of Gt it is possible to calculate the noise factor by
measuring the noise power density Pn referred to 290 K [20]:
F = 1+
Pn
Gt
− Ta
290
(5.2)
with Ta the effective noise temperature (286.3K). The noise figure measured in
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an anechoic chamber at 2.35 GHz is 1.1 dB, which is in good agreement with the
simulations.
In summary, the performance of the active antenna is outstanding, making it ideal
for usage as a receive antenna is the radar system.
5.4.3 Radar system
To validate the radar’s performance, a series of measurements are conducted. First,
they are carried out with the radar in a free-space environment, i.e. without the
presence of a human body. Next, the system is worn by a person. For both configu-
rations, two series of measurements are performed. First, loudspeakers producing
an audio tone at a fixed frequency are detected, as this yields stable and repeatable
results. Next, human subjects are used as moving targets.
Free-space measurements
The transmitter and receiver are placed in free-space at a distance of approximately
20 cm apart from each other. As such, the measured isolation between them is
larger than 40 dB, which is sufficient for the radar system to function properly.
This low coupling avoids saturation of the active antenna amplifier by the power
of the transmitted wave, which is 5 dBm.
The first experiment uses a single speaker, producing a fixed tone at a low fre-
quency (10 Hz), so that the movement of the cone is large enough to measure.
The speaker is placed along a 0◦ azimuth angle, 3 m away from the radar and the
cone is covered by copper tape to increase the reflections. The received spectrum
for each angle is visualized in Fig. 5.9. The 10 Hz peak is clearly visible at 0◦ and
only noise is received along the other scanned angles.
Fig. 5.10 shows the frequency spectrum for the second experiment. There are two
different targets: a person approaches the radar at the 0◦ angle and a speaker
is placed at the −15◦ angle, now producing a 15 Hz tone. The human target is
detected at a peak frequency of 24 Hz, which corresponds to a normal walking
velocity of 1.5 m/s. The speaker is picked up at −15◦. There is also a smaller
‘ghost echo’, originating from the sidelobes of the scanning beam at 15◦.
On-body measurements
The influence of the wearer on the system’s ability to detect targets behind a closed
wooden door, covered by fire retardant paint, is analyzed. Fig. 5.11 gives a repre-
sentation of how the system is positioned on a human wearer. The array is attached
onto the user’s chest in order to minimize the deformation of the array and the ac-
tive antenna is placed below it at a large enough distance in order to limit mutual
coupling between transmitter and receiver. The beamforming circuit is attached
to the back of the suit.
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Figure 5.9: Spectrogram of the received signal when a speaker, producing a 10 Hz tone, is
placed at 0◦.
The person wearing the radar is separated from the target by a barrier, in our ex-
periment a closed wooden door. The targets used in the experiments consist of a
speaker producing a 15 Hz tone placed at approximately 1.5 m and a person walk-
ing towards the radar at the other side of the door. The frequency spectra mea-
sured during these tests are shown in Fig. 5.12 (speaker) and Fig. 5.13 (person),
respectively. The results are similar to the free-space experiments, the frequency
components related to the movement of the speaker and human target are clearly
visible. This indicates that the system performance is not significantly reduced
when deployed onto a human wearer and that detection remains possible even
in the presence of a barrier, such as a door or a wall, between the radar and the
moving object.
Deploying the radar on the human body as described in this paper limits the re-
gion where objects can be detected to the frontal hemisphere. However, certain
cases may require the wearer to have knowledge of what is happening behind
him/her. The time multiplexed scanning method allows simple extension of the
detection area, to include the backward hemisphere, by the addition of an extra
transmit array and receiver antenna at the rear of the observer, but without the
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Figure 5.10: Spectrogram for a person walking towards the radar at a 0◦ angle and a speaker
placed at -15◦ (15 Hz).
need of extra data processing hardware. This extended detection range comes at
the cost of additional scanning angles and may require an increase of scanning and
sampling frequency to maintain a usable (i.e. high enough) maximal detectable
Doppler shift. A system which relies on such a front and back array to increase its
performance is presented in [21].
5.5 Conclusions and future research
A novel low-weight, wearable radar system, capable of detecting moving human
subjects behind a barrier, such as a door, a wall, or debris of a building, was pro-
posed.
Wearability is maximized by using textile materials to manufacture the receive and
transmit antennas. The RHCP transmit array allows to scan the environment and
maintain a circular polarization along all steering angles. The system sensitivity
is enhanced by using an LHCP active receive antenna, optimized for noise perfor-
mance. The opposite antenna polarizations enhance the isolation between receiver
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Figure 5.11: Textile radar system positioned on a human wearer (drawing by Laura
Goethals).
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Figure 5.12: Spectogram for a speaker at distance of 1.5 m, producing a 15 Hz tone behind
a closed door when the radar is deployed on the human body.
and transmitter, allow for easy rejection of second-order reflections and minimize
the unwanted effects of multipath. Furthermore, the beamforming circuit is small
and can easily be realized on a flexible substrate, such as polyimid, which can
be glued behind the array to improve wearability and to limit the system’s size.
The extensive use of breathable, low-weight and flexible materials in the design
of this radar system makes it very well-suited to be integrated into garments worn
by rescue workers, firefighters or law enforcement personnel operating in rough,
difficult to access or hazardous terrain.
The main individual components of the radar system, i.e. the transmit array and
active receive antenna, as well as the system itself, have been thoroughly tested,
validating the design. The main novelty and focus of this work is, however, the
wearability of the system and it was a deliberate design choice to keep the radar
data processing simple and power-efficient.
Better performance can easily be obtained by more extensive data processing or
the work can be taken as a starting point for a wearable radar system with imaging
techniques. Further study including measurements in scenarios where the targets
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Figure 5.13: Spectogram for a person walking towards the observer behind a closed door
when the radar is deployed on the human body.
are behind multilayered structures, such as concrete or composite walls, is needed
to further characterize the system’s performance as a through wall radar system.
Such future work can also include the study of the system’s performance when it is
worn in more dynamic situations which may cause more bending or deformations
of the transmit array and receiver antenna (e.g. crouching).
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Wireless medical devices implanted at different locations in the human body
have a wide application range. Yet, high-data-rate communication in the
2.4 GHz Industrial, Scientific, and Medical band suffers from high in-body
attenuation loss. Link improvement cannot be obtained by simply increasing
transmit power, as battery life is limited and in-body absorption has to remain
low. To overcome these problems, a flexible on-body textile patch antenna, ro-
bustly matched directly to the human body, is designed and developed as part
of a wearable repeater, enhancing communication with implanted wireless de-
vices. This receive antenna, which can cope with different morphologies and
patient movements, enables reliable high data rate and low-power communi-
cation links with an implant. A data link measurement is performed for the
on-body repeater system placed on the human torso, relaying the signals to
nearby medical equipment, without wired connection to the patient. The per-
formance of the data link is experimentally assessed in different measurement
scenarios. For a repeater system relying on simple analog amplification, which
is low-cost, energy-efficient, and can be fully integrated into clothing, excellent
results are obtained, with an average measured signal-to-noise ratio of 33 dB
for tissue depths up to 85 mm.
6.1 Introduction
With each passing day, the era of the Internet of things draws closer. Wireless
communication between virtually each conceivable device requires creative inte-
gration of antennas at unconventional locations. In the search of solutions, close-
proximity, on-body, and in-body antennas have received their fair share of atten-
tion.
On-body textile antennas boast the advantage of being flexible, lightweight, and
can easily be integrated unobtrusively into clothing. The range of applications for
which on-body textile antenna designs are proposed is broad: WBAN communica-
tion [1], positioning [2], etc.
Research into implantable antennas is another hot topic. Wireless medical devices
can be implanted almost everywhere in the human body, providing remote moni-
toring of patients by transmitting the collected biometric data to a receive station,
which can help to temper the rising medical cost brought on by aging of the pop-
ulation. Such implantable antennas operate in the 402-405-MHz Medical Implant
Communication Services(MICS) band [3], the 2.45-GHz Industrial, Scientific, and
Medical (ISM) band [4], or in multiple bands [5].
The antennas designed for the MICS band have limited bandwidth, making high
data rates, required for high-resolution applications, impossible. Another draw-
back of these low-frequency antennas is that designs for the MICS band either may
exhibit poor performance or too large dimensions to be implantable in a real-life
situation.
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In many applications, 2.45 GHz ISM band antennas are preferred: Their size makes
them suited for implantation, and the good radiation performance allows for low
power consumption, which is vital to achieve acceptable battery lifetime of the
implanted devices. In addition, the larger bandwidth opens possibilities for high-
data-rate applications, such as video transmission. The higher in-body attenuation,
however, reduces the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) more distinctly at 2.45 GHz com-
pared to the 402-405-MHz MICS band, making it more difficult to set up reliable
links at high data rates. Since in-body absorption needs to remain as low as possi-
ble, one cannot simply increase the transmitted power to maintain an acceptable
SNR at the receiver (which cannot always be placed in the direct vicinity of the
human body).
To overcome these conflicting demands, this letter presents an easy integrable,
low-intrusion, flexible on-body repeater, leveraging textile materials to construct
the radiating elements and safeguarding the patient’s comfort, which is important
in medical applications. The repeater topology consists of a transmit and receive
antenna, as well as active circuitry.
The receiver antenna, which also operates in the 2.45 GHz ISM band, differs from
other textile antennas presented so far, as it is designed to be matched to and
radiate into the human body, instead of radiating in free space away from the
human body. Careful design guarantees stable antenna performance in changing
conditions related to on-body use, such as people with different morphologies, a
moving patient, variations in electrical parameters of different body parts, etc.
The active part of the repeater consists of an amplifier or transceiver, which trans-
fers the received in-body signal to the transmitter, relaying it to a remote medical
end unit for further processing. Parasitic oscillations in the repeater are avoided
by using a textile ground plane to isolate the receiver from the transmitter. The
goal of this letter is to present a wearable on-body repeater with experimentally
validated performance for an in-to-out body link.
In Section 6.2, the antenna design related to the repeater is described. Section 6.3
presents data link measurements that include the wearable relay, leading to the
conclusions presented in Section 6.4.
6.2 Repeater's Receive Antenna Design
6.2.1 Design
As mentioned in Section 6.1, the repeater needs to function in close vicinity of the
human body under varying operating conditions while providing maximum user
comfort. On-body robustness can easily be achieved for the wearable transmit
antenna by using a ground plane, extending at least λ/10 along all sides of the
antenna patch, to shield it from the patient. The repeater’s receive antenna is
more susceptible to the close proximity of the wearer as it is placed directly on the
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body, with its main beam pointing into the body, resulting in a more challenging
design.
To fulfill these design goals, a rectangular ring topology with probe feed is adopted,
which leverages textile materials to create a conformal, lightweight, and com-
fortable antenna, suited for on-body use. Exciting two orthogonal modes on the
antenna patch, achieving wide bandwidth and allowing for circular polarization,
makes the orientation of the implanted in-body antenna much less critical.
The antenna substrate is a very flexible closed-cell expanded rubber protective
foam with permittivity εr = 1.485, a loss tangent tanδ = 0.0243 and a height
h1 = 3.94mm. A spacer, made from a foam layer of thickness h2 = 7.92mm, is
used to physically separate the conductive parts of the antenna from the body,
providing steady performance by ensuring matching to 50Ω under changing con-
ditions. Ground plane and patch are fabricated using the 80µm thick e-textile
Flectron, which has a sheet resistivity of 0.18Ω/sq at 2.45 GHz.
Using CST Microwave Studio, the antenna is optimized to cover the 2.4 GHz ISM
band (reflection coefficient, Γ < − 10 dB) in distinctly different operating condi-
tions - direct contact between antenna and body (on-body situation) and far away
from the human body (free-space situation) - to ensure that the antenna remains
reliable under varying operating conditions.
Parameters for the human tissue are chosen to be εr = 50.8 and σ = 2.01S/m at
2.45 GHz, corresponding to the tissue mimicking fluid MSL2450 recommended by
CENELEC standard EN50383 [6] and used in Section 6.3 to fill the human phan-
tom. Since size and shape of the human tissue were found to have small influence
on the antenna resonance [3], instead of relying on a detailed body model, simula-
tion time is decreased by simply positioning the antenna on a small homogeneous
block (length and width 80 mm, height 20 mm) with dielectric properties corre-
sponding to the MSL2450 fluid. This approach is validated in Section 6.2.2 by
means of measurements.
Antenna topology and final dimensions are shown in Fig. 6.1.
6.2.2 Simulation and Measurement Results
Fig. 6.2 depicts the simulated and measured reflection coefficient when the an-
tenna is placed on the oval ELI flat phantom (Speag, Zürich, Switzerland) filled
with the MSL2450 liquid. The used flat phantom is compatible with the IEC 62209-
2 standard and is used for compliance testing of handheld and body-mounted
wireless devices in the frequency range of 30MHz-6GHz at positions other than
the ear. The antenna is well matched around the central frequency of 2.45 GHz in
both cases and has a measured on-body bandwidth of 355 MHz, which is sufficient
to cope with changes in the body parameters.
As mentioned, no two subjects have the same morphology, and dielectric properties
are subject to large variations when considering different parts of the human body.
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Figure 6.1: Repeater-receive antenna topology. (W = 40.9mm, L = 48.7mm, Wg = 8.8mm,
Lg = 13.2mm X f = 7.8mm, Yf = 18.5mm, h1 = 3.94, h2 = 7.92mm d1 = 1.3mm, d2 =
5.5mm).
Figure 6.2: Simulated (full line) and measured (dashed line) reflection coefficient for an-
tenna placed on phantom filled with MSL2450 tissue-mimicking liquid. Inset: on-body
antenna placed on phantom.
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Figure 6.3: Measured reflection coefficient for antenna placed at different positions on the
human body: stomach (full line), back (dashed), and head (dot-dashed).
Therefore, the antenna is tested on several distinctly different positions (stomach,
back, and head) on the body of a male subject with height 1.83 m and body mass
index of 21.8. Fig. 6.3 demonstrates that the antenna remains well matched under
these varying operating conditions, validating the antenna as a functional on-body
antenna. We also tested the antenna on some different human subjects, and the
reflection curves are subject to some changes, but these are small and do not com-
promise the antennas good functionality.
6.3 Data Link Measurement
Configuration
To validate the improvement achieved by the use of an on-body repeater, we assess
the data link quality between an implanted transmit antenna, placed at various
depths in the human body, and a receiver. By means of a flat phantom, filled with
tissue-mimicking fluid MSL2450, the torso of a patient is emulated.
The general setup is shown in Fig. 6.4. Different implant positions, varying from
-10 to 10 cm along the x-axis with respect to the repeater’s receiver placed at the
origin, and depths, ranging from 1 to 10 cm (y-axis), are realized by a vertically
placed in-body isolated dipole antenna [7], which is moved by a scanning system
and has a measured gain of 8.7dBi in the MSL2450 liquid. The repeater is placed
on the side of the phantom, comparable to placement on the human torso, with the
receive RDrep antenna’s boresight along the y-axis and the direction of main gain
of the transmit T X rep antenna, described in [8], along the negative y-axis. The
latter antenna is linearly polarized along the z-axis, has 8.2 dBi gain, and is used
to relay the data to a third remote antenna, being an external monitoring device
placed at a fixed location d = 2m away in line of sight of the phantom body.
Data modulation, transmission, and remodulation is handled by the Signalion
Hardware in the Loop (HaLo) equipment, a multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO)
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Figure 6.4: Configuration: Phantom filled with MSL2450 tissue-mimicking liquid (εr =
50.8, σ = 2.01S/m at 2.45 GHz), immersed dipole, repeater, and fixed remote monitoring
station. (w = 8m, l = 0.5m, h = 0.12m ,d = 2m).
test system described in [8]. The transmit power is 10 mW, which corresponds to
about half the allowed SAR limit of 2 W/kg averaged over 10 g of tissue [IEC
62209-1]. The HaLo hardware measures the SNR by using a transmit gap after
each sent frame. During this transmit gap, the noise, measured by the receiver, is
sampled in order to calculate the noise power.
Measurement Scenarios and Results
Scenario 1: Direct Link From Implanted Antenna (TX) to Medical End Termi-
nal (RX)
The first scenario represents a patient in the same room as a wireless monitoring
station. An implanted device gathers data, which are transmitted wirelessly to a
remote terminal, placed at a distance d = 2m. As the patient’s movements are not
constrained by wires, maximal comfort is achieved. The received SNR in this first
test has an average of 8 dB over the scanning grid, which only allows for low-data-
rate communications. Note that signal paths leaving the phantom along the top
and bottom (where liquid depth is lower) significantly contribute to propagation,
which may result in a constant, and higher than expected, SNR for larger depths.
Scenario 2: Direct On-Body Reception
Fig. 6.5 displays the measurement results for the reception by the on-body antenna
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Figure 6.5: Scenario 2: Received SNR on on-body antenna RX rep (y-axis = antenna depth
in body; x-axis = position relative to the on-body antenna).
Formula, indicating an average SNR of 30.1 dB. The SNR now remains larger than
15 dB for depths up to 85 mm in the body, which is a considerable improvement
over the direct link scenario, allowing for high-rate data communications, as re-
quired for neuro-electronic interfaces or video links for capsule endoscopy appli-
cations, which are not achievable by means of the direct link scenario.
Scenario 3: On-Body Transceiver Attachment of the receiving device directly on-
body reduces the wearability, patient’s movements, and hence comfort. To over-
come this, the third scenario uses a wireless transceiver, which demodulates the
signal, received by RX rep, and remodulates it for transmission via antenna T X rep,
resulting in a compact wearable module suitable for unobtrusive integration [8].
Measurement results demonstrate an average SNR of 40 dB, which does not intro-
duce bit errors in a 2-Mb/s QPSK test transmission. However, full transceiver hard-
ware and signal processing are required, which are expensive, large, and power-
consuming.
Scenario 4: Retransmission With Amplification A simpler scenario consists of
retransmitting the received signal without data processing. An amplifier, with
43.8 dB gain at 2.45 GHz, is used to amplify the signal received by RX rep, which
is then retransmitted by T X rep. Oscillations are avoided by the shielding effect of
the textile ground planes. Measured isolation between RX rep and T X rep is 55 dB.
Received SNR levels are displayed in Fig. 6.6. The SNR values achieved at remote
terminal are very comparable to the results achieved in the second scenario (direct
on-body reception), with an average SNR of 33.0 dB. Due to interference between
the direct and retransmitted signal, some sidelobes are visible for small depths of
the implanted antenna. This effect is not expected to cause significant problems.
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Figure 6.6: Scenario 4: Received SNR on RX, retransmitted by amplification (y-axis = TX
depth in body; x-axis = position relative to RX rep antenna’s center).
6.4 Conclusions
An on-body receive antenna for communications with wireless implants was de-
signed, fabricated, and tested. The design is robust (i.e., it can cope with different
morphologies, patient movements, etc.) and is well suited for efficient wireless
communication with implanted devices, allowing lower transmit power and en-
ergy conservation for an implanted battery-powered device.
Measurements using a tissue-mimicking liquid show a considerable improvement
with respect to the case without an on-body receiver with received signal levels of
15 dB SNR for tissue depths up to 85 mm, enabling high-data-rate links.
A transceiver system with full remodulation of data is tested and validated as a
liable substitute for the often cumbersome wired connection between a patient
and medical end device, improving patient comfort. A repeater system making
use of simple analog amplification works very reliably and is, in comparison to
the transceiver setup, very low-cost, energy-efficient, and can be fully integrated
into clothing. Measurements confirm the high signal-to-noise ratios for the relayed
signal, received at 2 m from the body.
Future research will focus on further link improvement by exploiting multiple an-
tennas, diversity, and MIMO techniques.
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Conclusions and Outlook
General conclusions
In the near future, it is expected that smart systems, integrated into everyday con-
sumer products, will change the way we experience our surrounding. In this vi-
sion of ubiquitous computing and the Internet of Things, wearable systems play
an important role. These body-worn devices will integrate functionality inconspic-
uously and unobtrusively in everyday clothing or specialized garments. They will
be useful for numerous application areas, ranging from geriatric care to rescue
operations.
The work presented in this Ph.D. thesis has focused on two aspects related to wear-
able systems: innovations in the field of textile antennas, and wearable systems
that rely on such antennas as key components to achieve peak performance.
In the first part of this thesis, the Substrate Integrated Waveguide implementation
of textile antennas was demonstrated. Novel topologies, using SIW techniques
in combination with textile materials, were presented. Several antenna designs
showed the versatility of the technique to realize different components on textile
materials that boast excellent performance, robust on-body operation, and the abil-
ity to combine compact dimensions with high body-antenna isolation. The latter
was proven by two novel designs, a QMSIW and HMSIW textile antenna, which
exploit the symmetry of the electromagnetic field distributions to achieve a very
compact design. The work showed that the SIW implementation technique is capa-
ble of overcoming the restrictions faced by CPW and microstip topologies in terms
of size miniaturization and body-antenna isolation maximization.
The second part of the work focused on wearable systems for dedicated applica-
tions: a through-wall Doppler radar for & rescue workers that enables them to
detect targets hidden behind objects such as walls or debris, and a wearable re-
peater system that enhances the communication link with a wireless endoscopy
capsule. Both systems rely on integrated textile antennas that exploit the available
surface offered by garments or fabrics for optimal design characteristics. Thanks
to the dedicated antenna design, these systems were able to combine inconspicu-
ous and unobtrusive integration with very high-end, power efficient, functionality.
This fulfillment of conflicting demands would not have been possible to achieve
with regular, off-the shelf antennas.
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Future work
The research forms a solid basis for future work and many improvements and
advancements can still be made.
Novel designs were presented that take advantage of the possibilities of SIW tech-
niques for on-body design and many other interesting options remain to be ex-
plored. In particular, the development of ultra-wideband designs with high body-
antenna isolation is a promising research direction. The SIW on textile design
approach can also be used to easily and efficiently integrate complete RF systems,
such as radio front-ends, into garments.
Another area of improvement related to wearable systems is the further integra-
tion of electronics into flexible materials. Special attention should be devoted to
the use of bio-degradable options, such as cork-based textiles, and high-frequency
interconnects between textile antennas and active electronics. To this day, the
interconnects between rigid electronics and flexible antenna remain the Achilles’
heel of body worn, flexible systems, as they have the tendency to fail over time,
due to friction, bending, and twisting caused by the weare’s movements.
Finally, the systems and antennas presented in this work all operate in the fre-
quency bands below 6 GHz, and have more than adequate performance to meet
the requirements of current popular wireless protocols, such as Wi-Fi, Bluetooth,
and LTE (mobile internet). The next generation of wireless communication (the
so-called 5G), however, will see a tremendous increase in number of communicat-
ing devices, wireless traffic volumes, and massive device interconnectivity. Meeting
these demands will be difficult if we hold on to the currently (over)used spectrum,
so we should let go this frequency range and turn our attention to the globally
unlicensed 60 GHz band. For wearable systems this means extra challenges, as
losses become higher, interconnections more susceptible to harmful interference,
and fabrication accuracies more stringent. Interesting research can be performed
into fabrication techniques and packaging solutions realize flexible, high perfor-
mance, robust, and bio-degradable wearable systems.
